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Abstract
Class III adenylate cyclases (ACs) are widespread signaling proteins, which trans-
late diverse intracellular and extracellular stimuli into a uniform intracellular sig-
nal. They are typically composed of an N-terminal array of sensor domains and
transducers, followed C-terminally by a catalytic domain, which, after dimeriza-
tion, generates the second messenger cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP).
Many of the N-terminal domains are also found in other signaling proteins and can
frequently be recombined between them.
This work bioinformatically investigates the architectural and evolutionary prin-
ciples that enable the productive interaction of a great diversity of upstream regu-
latory domains with the conserved AC catalytic domain. As part of this process,
we have identified the novel cyclase transducer element (CTE), a pivotal hinge on
the N-terminus of the AC catalytic domain. The element appears to convert unspe-
cific signals moving along the coiled-coil backbone into specific conformational
changes that determine AC activity. This suggests communication along a dimeric
coiled coil as the structural rationale for the architectural similarities between many
families of signaling proteins.
Further, we bioinformatically classify the various six-helical transmembrane
(6TM) domains observed in many bacterial and eukaryotic ACs. Recently, experi-
mental results have indicated that these domains could function as regulatory recep-
tors binding hydrophobic ligands inside the membrane. Our classification and the
presence of a CTE in many 6TM ACs strongly support this hypothesis, concluding
that some or all 6TM domains are regulatory receptors for as-yet-unknown ligands.
Since mammalian ACs are important downstreammessengers of G protein-coupled
receptors, these findings suggest AC 6TMdomains could be drug targets of possibly
great pharmacological relevance.
i

Zusammenfassung
Klasse III Adenylatcyclasen (ACn) sindweitverbreitete Signaltransduktionsproteine,
die verschiedenste intra- und extrazelluläre Reize in ein einheitliches intrazelluläres
Signal umwandeln. Zumeist bestehen diese Proteine aus einer Reihe N-terminaler
Domänen zur Wahrnehmung und Weiterleitung regulatorischer Reize, gefolgt von
der C-terminalen katalytischen Domäne, welche, nach Dimerisierung, den Sekun-
därbotenstoff cyclisches Adenosinmonophosphat (cAMP) produziert. Viele der N-
terminalen Domänen finden sich zudem auch in weiteren Signaltransduktionspro-
teinen, zwischen welchen sie sich häufig austauschen lassen.
Diese Arbeit untersucht mit bioinformatischen Mitteln die strukturellen und
evolutionären Grundlagen welche die produktive Interaktion zwischen dieser gro-
ßen Vielfalt vorgeschalteter regulatorischer Domänen und der konservierten kataly-
tischen Domäne ermöglichen. Im Zuge dieser Untersuchung identifizierten wir das
neuartige Cyclase Transducer Element (CTE), eine funktional entscheidende Ge-
lenkstruktur am N-terminus der katalytischen Domäne. Dieses Element wirkt mut-
maßlich als Konverter unspezifischer Signale aus dem coiled-coil Rückgrat vieler
ACn zu einer spezifischen Konformationänderung, welche direkt die Aktivität der
AC beeinflusst. Dies deutet zudem darauf hin, dass die Kommunikation entlang ei-
ner dimeren Coiled Coil das gemeinsame Prinzip hinter den oftmals ähnlichen Do-
mänenarchitekturen vieler verschiedener Signalstransduktionsproteine sein könnte.
Des Weiteren klassifizierten wir die verschiedenen sechshelikalen Transmem-
brandomänen (6TM) vieler bakterieller und eukaryotischer ACn. Kürzlich veröf-
fentlichte Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass diese Domänen regulatorische Re-
zeptoren für hydrophobe Liganden innerhalb der Membran sein könnten. Die Er-
gebnisse dieser Klassifizierung sowie die Identifizierung von CTEn in vielen ACn
mit 6TM Domänen unterstützen diese Hypothese. Wir schließen hieraus, dass ei-
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nige oder alle dieser Domänen Rezeptoren für derzeit noch unbekannte Liganden
darstellen. Da die membrangebundenen ACn von Säugetieren Teil der Signaltrans-
duktionskette von G-Protein gekoppelten Rezeptoren sind, empfiehlt dies ACn als
attraktive Wirkziele für die Entwicklung zukünftiger Medikamente.
My religion, such as it is, is that we are shaped by the universe to be its consciousness. We
tell the universe what it is. In my religion, the building of a telescope is the building of a
cathedral. (...) I would much rather be a rising ape than a fallen angel.
Sir Terry Pratchett
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List of Abbreviaঞons
Note: In the interest of readability, I will treat some acronyms, including domain
names and chemicals, as proper names in the text when the long form is not required
for context. The full definitions for all acronyms in this dissertation are given below.
Abbreviaঞons
AC adenylate cyclase
AMP adenosine monophosphate
ATP adenosine triphosphate
BLAST basic local alignment search tool (software)
c-di-GMP cyclic di-guanosine monophosphate
CAI-1 Vibrio cholerae autoinducer 1
cAMP cyclic adenosine monophosphate
CAP catabolite activator protein
cGMP cyclic guanosine monophosphate
CLANS clustered analysis of sequences (software)
CRP cAMP receptor protein
di-GC diguanylate cyclase
FhlA formate hydrogen-lyase transcriptional activator
GC guanylate cyclase
GEF guanine nucleotide exchange factor
GPCR G protein-coupled receptor
Gsα G protein subunit alpha
GTP guanosine triphosphate
HK histidine kinase
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2 CONTENTS
HMM hidden Markov model
mAC membrane-bound AC
MCP methylated chemotaxis protein
NC nucleotide cyclase
NTP nucleotide triphosphate
PDB protein data bank
PDE phosphodiesterase
PKA protein kinase A
RR response regulator
sAC soluble AC
TCST two-component signal transduction
CONTENTS 3
Domain Names
6TM six-helical transmembrane domain
BLUF input domain sensing blue light using FAD
C1b conserved linker between the subunits of mAC pseudo-
heterodimers
CACHE input domain found in calcium channel and chemotaxis
receptor proteins
CHASE2 cyclase/histidine kinase-associated sensing extracellular
domain type 2
CTE cyclase transducer element
DHp dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer domain
FHA forkhead-associated domain
GAF input domain found in cGMP-specific phosphodi-
esterases, adenylate cyclases, and FhlA
HAMP transducer domain found in histidine kinases, adenylate
cyclases, methylated chemoreceptors, and phosphatases
PAS input domain found in period circadian protein, aryl
hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator protein, and
single-minded protein
REC phosphorylation receiver domain
SMBD small molecule-binding domain
TPR tetratrico peptide repeat-like domain

1 | Introducঞon
1.1 Cellular signal transducঞon
All life is cellular, separated from its environment by the plasma membrane. While
indispensable for the upkeep of most biochemical processes, this barrier also sepa-
rates the cell from vital information about its surroundings, for example the avail-
ability of nutrients, osmotic conditions, or the presence of signal molecules from
other cells. Hence, cells enrich their membranes with dedicated proteins that trans-
duce relevant extracellular stimuli across the membrane into the cytosol. The in-
dividual set of signaling proteins defines an organism’s capabilities to react to its
environment, and is thus tightly linked to its adaptation to a particular ecological
niche. Consequently, signal transduction marks a driving force in species forma-
tion, resulting in a wide range of signal transduction systems and their constituent
signaling proteins across all branches of life.
In bacteria, signal transduction is dominated by so-called two-component signal
transduction systems, consisting of a typically membrane-bound sensory histidine
kinase and a cytosolic response regulator that, depending on its phosphorylation
by the kinase, acts as a transcription factor for various downstream genes (Nixon
et al., 1986; Stock et al., 2000). In distinction from this, other prokaryotic signaling
pathways are sometimes referred to as one-component signal transduction systems
(Ulrich et al., 2005), although they may likewise consist of a membrane-bound sen-
sory component and a cytosolic effector. Rather than interacting directly, however,
their components communicate bymeans of a cytosolic secondmessengermolecule
that is produced by the sensor and recognized by the effector; in this, the release
of a second messenger could be regarded equivalent to the phosphorylation of the
response regulator.
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In signal transduction systems with such layouts, the membrane-bound sen-
sory component must fulfill three principal functions: (i) receive the original stim-
ulus, (ii) convert it into a conformational change suitable to transduce information
through the membrane, and (iii) create the intracellular signal for the cognate effec-
tor. Accordingly, many bacterial signaling proteins follow a modular architecture
wherein each function is mediated by one or more specific domains that I will re-
fer to along their putative role as input domains, transducer domains, and output
domains. Depending on the signals produced by the output domain, signaling pro-
teins are commonly classified into families, such as adenylate cyclases, guanylate
cyclases, diguanylate cyclases, histidine kinases, and the antagonistic phosphodi-
esterases and phosphatases. Input and transducer domains, on the other hand, are
frequently observed across family boundaries, e.g. the HAMP transducer domain,
which was named for its presence in histidine kinases, adenylate cyclases, methy-
lated chemotaxis proteins, and phosphatases. Thus, arguably, signaling proteins
could equally be grouped according to their input or transducer domains, for exam-
ple into HAMP domain-containing proteins or signaling proteins with a six-helical
transmembrane domain.
In addition to the membrane-bound signaling proteins described so far, there
exists a great number of cytosolic signaling proteins with only soluble input do-
mains. Where known, these are activated by intracellular conditions, such as pH
and light, or by crosstalk with other signal transduction pathways. This is well
illustrated by CyaC from Arthrospira platensis, which likely originates from the
fusion of an upstream histidine kinase to a downstream phosphorylation-activated
adenylate cyclase, such that now the signal is intramolecularly propagated by an in-
ternal histidine kinase configuration phosphorylating the adjacent receiver (REC)
domain (Kasahara and Ohmori, 1999). The bipartite nature of these signaling sys-
tems however suggests that soluble sensors evolved secondarily as an extension to
the membrane-bound two-component signal transduction and second messenger
systems; a view supported by the recent analysis of the evolutionary relationship
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between membrane-bound and soluble members of the small molecule-binding do-
main (SMBD) family of input domains (Upadhyay et al., 2016).
Eukaryotes, on the other hand, differ considerably in the signals transduction
systems they employ and also in the cellular responses that these systems control.
Surprisingly, many of the widespread families of bacterial signal transduction pro-
teins, such as diguanylate cyclases and histidine kinases, are absent or found in
significantly smaller numbers, while others, such as serine/threonine kinases have
significantly gained importance (Hanks and Hunter, 1995; Ponting et al., 1999). In
animals, most extracellular conditions are sensed by the sizable family of G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs), which communicate by the binding or release of G
protein subunits, most importantly subunit α (Gsα, reviewed by Gilman, 1987).
The various G protein subunits then trigger respective downstream signal transduc-
tion pathways. In the perhaps most important pathway thereof, Gsα stimulates the
production of the intracellular second messenger cyclic adenosine monophosphate
(cAMP), which in turn activates protein kinase A (PKA), a central determinant
of eukaryotic cellular activity (Colledge and Scott, 1999; Acin-Perez et al., 2009;
Turnham and Scott, 2016).
1.2 Adenylate cyclases produce the second messenger cAMP
cAMP is a general-purpose second messenger molecule mediating diverse cellu-
lar functions in most branches of life. In bacteria, cAMP signaling controls di-
verse metabolic processes, including the preference of a primary carbon source
(catabolite repression), but mediates also various other roles, such as control of de-
velopment, phototaxis, protein secretion, and virulence (Gersch et al., 1979; Süsstrunk
et al., 1998; Stierl et al., 2011; McDonough and Rodriguez, 2011; Gancedo, 2013).
Cellular cAMP acts mainly through binding and activation of the catabolite ac-
tivator protein (CAP) (also referred to as cAMP receptor protein (CRP)), which
functions as a transcriptional regulator for a wide range of genes (Figure 1A). In eu-
karyotes, on the other hand, cAMP acts mainly as a downstream second messenger
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of GPCRs and is involved in many sensory and developmental processes (reviewed
in Sadana and Dessauer, 2009). cAMP signals in eukaryotes are processed primar-
ily by PKA, but also via several less-understood targets, such as cAMP-dependent
calcium channels and cAMP-activated guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF)
proteins (Figure 1B; Kaupp and Seifert, 2002; Bos, 2006). In addition, several non-
canonical roles of cAMP have been reported for basal eukaryotes, as illustrated by
the example of Dictyostelium discoideum secreting the molecule as an aggregation
pheromone (Devreotes, 1989).
Figure 1: Schemaঞc comparison of AC signaling in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. (A) Signal
transducঞon in bacteria. cAMP producঞon is thought to be regulated by direct sঞmulaঞon
of the ACs. Intracellular cAMP then acঞvates the catabolite acঞvator protein (CAP), which
acts as a transcripঞonal regulator. (B) Signal transducঞon in eukaryotes. G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) funcঞon as primary sensors, which, by release of intracellular G protein
subunit alpha (Gsα), acঞvate downstream ACs. Intracellular cAMP levels are sensed primarily
through protein kinase A (PKA), which iniঞates many downstream processes. A hypotheঞcal
receptor funcঞon of the eukaryoঞc membrane-bound AC (mAC), as derived from the com-
parison to prokaryoঞc systems, is indicated by a yellow outline. Note: for eukaryotes, signal
transducঞon via the soluble ACs is le[ out for simplicity.
The cellular levels of cAMP depend on its production from ATP by adeny-
late cyclases (ACs) and its hydrolysis to AMP by phosphodiesterases (PDEs). The
widespread abundance and physiological importance of cAMP could be taken as
indication for a universal homology of cAMP-producing enzymes; surprisingly,
however, this is not the case. Rather, there are at least six unrelated classes of ACs,
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referred to by roman numerals as classes I-VI (Danchin, 1993; Sismeiro et al., 1998;
Cotta et al., 1998; Téllez-Sosa et al., 2002). Five thereof are restricted to a narrow
range of prokaryotic species and have not been studied in great detail. Class II
stands out, in that these ACs do not act as signaling proteins but are secreted as
toxins by a number of pathogenic bacteria, such as Bacillus anthracis and Borde-
tella pertussis (Hewlett andWolff, 1976; Leppla, 1982). The existence of a putative
seventh class is indicated by recent reports of AC activity in higher plants (Gehring
and Turek, 2017). As of now, however, these proteins still await a more extensive
characterization of their in vivo activity and substrate specificity.
Class III, finally, is the numerically largest, structurally and functionally most
diverse, and pharmacologically most relevant; it is also the only one occurring in
animals. Hence, in the following, the term AC specifically refers to class III, unless
stated otherwise. The class III catalytic domain is related to the catalytic GGDEF
domains of diguanylate cyclases and may have evolved from an early nucleotide
polymerase (Figure 2; Artymiuk et al., 1997; Tesmer et al., 1997). The catalytic
mechanism of these domains requires dimerization. Prokaryotic ACs form homod-
imers with two active centers on the subunit interface. Most eukaryotic ACs, in
contrast, are so-called pseudoheterodimers, consisting of two complementary cat-
alytic domains in a single protein chain that form only one active center between
them.
Based on sequence similarity between the catalytic domains, class III has been
further subdivided into four subclasses, termed IIIa to IIId (Linder and Schultz,
2003). Since the original definition, it has become clear that subclasses IIIc and
IIId consist of several deeply-branching groups of equal rank, whose detailed clas-
sification needs revision (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010; Bassler et al., 2018).
However, because there are only few relevant proteins in these groups, there is cur-
rently little incentive to do this. Here, I will address these groups collectively as
subclass IIIc/d, which thereby forms the combined outgroup to subclasses IIIa and
IIIb (see Figure 2, Bassler et al., 2018). In this revised classification, all three sub-
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Figure 2: The evoluঞon of class III ACs. Dashed lines represent distant homology to other
protein families. Solid lines show relaঞons between major subgroups of class III ACs. Line
thickness within class III approximates the diversity in this branch. This ﬁgure has been re-
produced from Bassler et al. (2018).
classes (IIIa, IIIb, and IIIc/d) contain both prokaryotic and eukaryotic proteins. Pre-
viously, subclass IIId had been the only subclass composed entirely of eukaryotic
members. The medically relevant ACs of animals, however, are found entirely in
subclasses IIIa and IIIb, while the eukaryotic members of subclass IIIc/d mostly
come from protists and fungi.
In addition to canonical ACs, class III contains a significant number of proteins
that appear to have shifted their substrate specificity from ATP to GTP, resulting in
class III guanylate cyclases (GCs). By far the most class III GCs are found in multi-
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cellular eukaryotes, where they constitute a significant family of signaling proteins
in its own right. Reports of GCs from protozoan organisms (e.g. Linder et al., 1999;
Roelofs et al., 2001; Baker, 2004) and possibly also from bacteria (Linder, 2010;
Marden et al., 2011; Ryu et al., 2015) indicate that GTP substrate specificity might
have evolved independently on multiple occasions (Roelofs et al., 2001; Bassler
et al., 2018). While the downstream cellular processing and physiological roles
of cAMP and cGMP differ greatly, a comparison between class III ACs and GCs
may yield helpful insights into the possibly conserved mechanism of intramolecu-
lar signal transduction in both families. Thus, when I refer to class III GCs in this
work, it is for the larger context of all class III nucleotide cyclases without explicit
considerations of the physiological differences of cGMP signaling.
1.3 Bacterial ACs are modular mulঞdomain proteins
Bacterial ACs are structurally highly diverse multi-domain proteins, in which they
arguably reflect the complexity of signals conveyed by them. Much of this diver-
sity seems to originate from the modular recombination of input and transducer
domains in adaptation to particular signaling requirements, as is evident for exam-
ple by the frequent occurence of members of the SMBD family in many bacterial
ACs (Anantharaman et al., 2001; Shenoy and Visweswariah, 2004; Schultz and
Natarajan, 2013). At the same time, only few ACs have been characterized experi-
mentally, and where they have been studied, it was often only the catalytic domains
and under primarily biochemical considerations (e.g. Yan et al., 1997; Zhang et al.,
1997; Tesmer and Sprang, 1998; Tesmer et al., 1999; Sinha et al., 2005). The fac-
tors regulating the activity of full-length ACs under physiological conditions, on the
other hand, have so far been identified for only three, all cytosolic, proteins: CyaB1
of Anabaena sp., which is activated upon binding of cAMP to the N-terminal tan-
dem GAF domains (Figure 3; Kanacher et al., 2002); the mycobacterial Rv1264,
which is activated by acidic conditions sensed in an N-terminal pH sensor domain
(Figure 3; Linder et al., 2002; Tews et al., 2005); and two instances of photosen-
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sitive ACs from Oscillatoria and Begiatoa, termed oaPAC and bPAC, respectively,
which are activated by an FAD cofactor bound to their N-terminal BLUF domains
(Figure 3; Ohki et al., 2016; Lindner et al., 2017).
Figure 3: Relevant AC domain architectures. AC domain architectures as discussed in the
text. Where ACs of this type have been studied, the name of the best-studied model pro-
tein is provided. Right column indicates whether regulatory condiঞons have been idenঞﬁed
for this protein (green dot), for homologs of the putaঞve input domains in other signaling
proteins (yellow dot), or not at all (red dot). For known regulatory condiঞons, the sensing in-
put domains are highlighted in green. Note that this domain annotaঞon includes the cyclase
transducer element (CTE), which was only discovered as part of this work.
A similar mode of activation may be expected for several bacterial ACs, whose
N-terminal domains have not been characterized in ACs, such as PAS domains or
single GAF domains, but for which a sensory function has been established in other
families of signal transduction proteins (Anantharaman et al., 2001; Hefti et al.,
2004; Karniol et al., 2005; Cann, 2007; Henry and Crosson, 2011; Fushimi et al.,
2017). The same applies to two widespread types of membrane-bound ACs charac-
terized by transmembrane domains with two and four membrane-spanning helices,
whose sizable extrcellular loops are typically recognized as CACHE and CHASE2
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domains, respectively (Figure 3; Anantharaman and Aravind, 2000; Mougel and
Zhulin, 2001; Zhulin et al., 2003). Interestingly, for a third widespread category
of bacterial membrane-bound ACs, which is defined by six membrane-spanning
helices (6TM), a sensory function had been proposed based on positional consid-
erations, but had neither been documented within ACs nor in homologs of other
signaling proteins (Nikolskaya et al., 2003). In the investigation of this function,
the 6TM AC Rv1625c from Mycobacterium tuberculosis has played an important
role as a model protein for both bacterial and eukaryotic ACs (see section 1.6).
Several studies have sought to classify the structural diversity ACs, not least in
the interest of a universal ontology that could clarify the role of an individual pro-
tein within its cellular signaling network (e.g. Linder and Schultz, 2003; Shenoy
and Visweswariah, 2004; Schultz and Natarajan, 2013; Bassler et al., 2018). A
common principle between many ACs appears to be that putative input domains
are located at the N-terminus, while the catalytic output domain is found at or near
the C-terminus. Notably, this prototypical arrangement is also found in several
other families of bacterial signaling proteins, including histidine kinases. An im-
portant, yet unsolved question in this regard is how the observed multiplicity of
sensory domains is able to communicate with the conserved catalytic domain. The
structures of two ACs have so far been determined as a whole, enabling the study
of the interactions between their input and catalytic domains. The pH-regulated
Rv1264 has been solved in active and inactive conformations, revealing the linker
between the pH sensor domain and the catalytic domain as the site of major struc-
tural rearrangements between both forms (Tews et al., 2005, see Figure 4). In the
inactive conformation at neutral pH, this linker forms a long α-helix, hindering the
dimerization of the catalytic domains. Under acidic conditions, this helix collapses,
allowing the catalytic domains to form a productive homodimer.
For bPAC, the second AC with known full-length structure, only one conforma-
tion is available. However, hydrogen-deuterium exchange data likewise indicates
the helical linker between the sensory domain and the catalytic domain as the site
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Figure 4: Structures of the mycobacterial Rv1264 in acঞve and inacঞve conformaঞon. (A)
Rv1264 in its acঞve conformaঞon at acidic pH (PDB: 1y11); (B) inacঞve conformaঞon at
neutral pH (PDB: 1y10). The linker region between the regulatory pH sensor domain and the
catalyঞc domain in one chain is highlighted in green. The two chains were colored in gray
and white for beer disঞncঞon.
of greatest structural change between the active and inactive state (Lindner et al.,
2017). Since in bPAC the linkers of both chains interact in a two-helical coiled
coil, as opposed to the solvent-exposed single α-helices of Rv1264, the activity-
determining conformational change likely differs. We have found that the linkers
of Rv1264 and bPAC represent two fundamental types of AC structure with pro-
found influence on the regulation of these proteins, and that the presence of the
coiled-coil linker could serve as indicator for regulatory signals being passed from
the N-terminus towards the catalytic domain (see Results and Discussion).
1.4 Eukaryoঞc mACs resemble bacterial 6TM ACs
Compared to their bacterial counterparts, eukaryotic ACs show considerably lower
diversity and their domain architectures are frequently conserved throughout ma-
jor clades; for example, in all animals, only two architectural types are present: a
membrane-bound AC (mAC) of subclass IIIa and a soluble AC (sAC) of subclass
IIIb (Figure 5). Particularly the mACs are of high medical relevance because of
their role as downstream messengers of G protein-coupled receptors, which con-
nects them to a great number of sensory and developmental processes (Dessauer
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et al., 2017). Like most eukaryotic ACs, the animal mACs are pseudoheterodimers,
consisting of two complementary subunits in a single chain. Each subunit is com-
posed of a six-helical transmembrane (6TM) domain and a subclass IIIa catalytic
domain. In this, they closely resemble the domain architecture of several bacterial
6TM ACs; e.g. the mycobacterial Rv1625c, which has been proposed as a bacterial
model system for mammalian mACs (Guo et al., 2001).
Figure 5: Domain architectures of animal ACs. All animals possess only two architectural
types, termed membrane-bound ACs (mACs) and soluble ACs (sACs). In the membrane-
bound form, the conserved linker between the subunits of the pseudoheterodimer is some-
ঞmes considered a domain and referred to as C1b. The soluble form carries two C-terminal
domains with sequence similarity to NTPase domains and the TPR moঞf, respecঞvely, for
which the funcঞon is largely unclear. Numbers on the right indicate genomic copies of this
AC type in the for Homo sapiens, Anopheles gambiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabdiࢼs
elegans, and Clonorchis sinensis. Note that this domain annotaঞon includes the CTE, which
was only discovered as part of this work.
The mAC type appears to have undergone extensive lineage-specific expansion,
as is evident from the varying genomic copy numbers between animal genomes
(Figure 5; Bassler et al., 2018). Mammals, including humans, possess nine mAC
paralogs, commonly referred to as AC1-AC9, which differ in their expression pat-
terns and, surprisingly, in their regulation through cytosolic factors. All mACs are
stimulated by Gsα and, except for AC9, by the plant diterpene forskolin. In addi-
tion, several factors have been reported that act only on specific mAC paralogs, for
example the G protein subunits Gαi and Gβγ, Ca2+ and calmodulin, and protein ki-
nases A and C (comprehensively reviewed in Dessauer et al., 2017). Where known,
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these factors are bound in the intracellular parts of the proteins (Tesmer et al., 1997;
Wu et al., 1993; Vorherr et al., 1993; Chen et al., 1995; Weng et al., 1996). A func-
tion of the sizable 6TM domains beyond cellular localization, on the other hand,
has remained elusive.
1.5 AC 6TM domains could be regulatory receptors
Already in the initial description of an AC peptide sequence (the bovine mAC1), the
authors expressed their surprise about the presence of two sizable 6TM domains,
which they deemed unexpectedly complex given the known intracellular regulation
by Gsα (Krupinski et al., 1989). Since then, several hypotheses regarding the func-
tion of the AC 6TM domains have been put forward, variously proposing a role as
solute transporter or ion channel (Krupinski et al., 1989), as voltage sensors (Reddy
et al., 1995), or as dimerization factors (Cooper and Crossthwaite, 2006). None,
however, has found experimental validation. Instead, mammalian mAC research
has focused on their regulation by cytosolic factors, most prominently via GPCRs,
while the question of a role of the 6TM domains beyond mere cellular localization
remained inconclusive.
6TM domains are also present in several bacterial ACs, for example in Rv1625c
and Rv3645 fromM. tuberculosis. Intriguingly, the position of the 6TM domains in
these proteins closely resembles that of two-helical and four-helical transmembrane
domains, for which a receptor function by means of their lengthy extracellular loops
is widely accepted (see Figure 3; Anantharaman and Aravind, 2000; Zhulin et al.,
2003). Further, in Rv3645, the 6TM anchor is connected to the catalytic domain
by a HAMP transducer, which was shown to propagate regulatory information in
constructs with a heterologous sensor domain (e.g. Hulko et al., 2006; Kanchan
et al., 2010; Ferris et al., 2011; Mondéjar et al., 2012). While this suggested that
at least some 6TM domains could be sites of regulatory input, an actual receptor
function was largely rejected due to the absence of solvent exposed loops of signif-
icant length, which were considered necessary for the coordination of sufficiently
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complex ligands.
This assumption of necessity was however challenged by the recent identifica-
tion of the hydrophobic ligands of several bacterial quorum sensor histidine kinases
(Higgins et al., 2007; Spirig et al., 2008). These quorum sensors possess an N-
terminal 6TM domain with a topology similar to AC 6TM domains, particularly
with respect to the absence of significant extracellular loops. It is strongly believed
that the ligand is recognized by the 6TM domains inside the membrane due to the
hydrophobicity of the ligand and mutation analyses of the anchors (Ng and Bassler,
2009; Tiaden and Hilbi, 2012). Indicating that the 6TM domains of ACs could pos-
sibly coordinate small molecules in a similar fashion, this raised the hypothesis that
some or even all AC 6TM domains could function as regulatory receptors. How-
ever, with the type of putative ligand completely unknown, its effect (stimulation
or inhibition) unclear, and comparably little established methodology for working
with AC transmembrane domains or full-length proteins, a direct approach to the
problem seemed impossible.
1.6 Chimeras between quorum sensors and ACs are regulated
by the quorum sensor 6TM receptor domain
In order to test whether bacterial 6TM ACs are fundamentally compatible with reg-
ulatory information from an integral transmembrane receptor, Joachim Schultz and
coworkers at the University of Tübingen constructed a chimera between the quo-
rum sensor CqsS from Vibrio harveyi and the mycobacterial AC Rv1625c. Several
such chimeric constructs between signaling proteins have been constructed before,
e.g. between the Escherichia coli aspartate receptor Tar and the osmolarity recep-
tor EnvZ (Utsumi et al., 1989), between the nitrate-sensing histidine kinases CpxA
and NarX (Appleman et al., 2003), and between Tar and the mycobacterial 6TM
AC Rv3645 (Hulko et al., 2006). These chimeras differed from the CqsS-Rv1625c
one in two critical aspects: (i) the input domain of previous chimeras was always
a two-helical transmembrane domain that sensed the respective ligand through an
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extracellular loop, and (ii) in all constructs, the parent proteins contained a HAMP
transducer domain, which marked a suitable point of recombination. The CqsS-
Rv1625c chimera, in contrast, used the 6TM receptor domain from CqsS, which
was expected to bind the ligand inside the membrane, and no homologous element
between the parent proteins indicated a common interface that could facilitate signal
transduction in the recombinant protein.
Surprisingly, the chimera between CqsS and Rv1625c was functional and its
AC activity could be regulated using the natural ligand of CqsS, CAI-1 (Beltz et
al., 2016). A subsequent analysis of linkage points in a similar chimera between the
quorum sensor LqsS from Legionella pneumophila and Rv1625c revealed that suc-
cessful coupling was only possible in one specific position, while all other attempts
led to chimeras that were either inactive, unregulated, or both (Ziegler et al., 2017).
This indicated that the interaction between the quorum sensor domain and the AC
catalytic domain was specific and that Rv1625c was able to decode the intramolec-
ular signal coming from the 6TM receptor. Naturally, this spurred the hypothesis
that the natural 6TM domain of Rv1625c could likewise be a transmembrane recep-
tor. It also raised the question to what extent this observation represented a general
principle that could be transferred to other 6TM domains and ACs, and particularly
to the 2x6TM domains of the pharmacologically highly significant mammalian AC
pseudoheterodimers.
In this thesis, I will try to answer these questions, complementing the exciting
experimental data by the Schultz group with a bioinformatic analysis that seeks to
deduce the underlying principles from observations made in the Rv1625c model
protein.
2 | Objecঞves
Six-helical transmembrane (6TM) domains feature in many prokaryotic and eu-
karyotic adenylate cyclases (ACs). The widespread presence of this domain type is
increasingly understood as indication that it serves a more complex function than
mere cellular localization, for example as an input domain to regulatory stimuli.
However, direct evidence for this function is lacking at present. A first step towards
the experimental investigation of the hypothesized function was made with the suc-
cessful regulation of AC activity by means of a heterologous 6TM receptor domain
(Beltz et al., 2016; Ziegler et al., 2017), but effectively this only established the
general possibility of the concept.
Proving the actual existence of this function in 6TM domains will however re-
quire the identification of natural ligands, which seems extremely challenging at
present given the overall lack of knowledge on AC 6TM domains. Notably, this
includes the absence of any information on their structures, the location of their
putative ligand binding sites, the mechanism of intramolecular signal transduction,
and the regulatory effect (i.e. stimulation or inhibition), rendering any informed
approach towards ligand identification impossible. At the same time, no suitable
assay to scan for the binding of ligands within the membrane is available, ruling out
a high-throughput approach as well.
In this context, we have joined the effort, complementing the experimental work
in the Schultz group with extensive sequence analyses that seek to generalize the
findings in the Rv1625c model system and provide reference points for new exper-
imental approaches. Concretely, this meant to work towards two major aims:
(i) A classification of AC 6TM domains. At the beginning of this work, the
pairwise relationship between AC 6TM domains was completely unclear. The 6TM
designation had been chosen on entirely topological grounds and was arguably kept
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alive by the intricacies of remote homology detection between sequences of integral
transmembrane domains. In order to clarify the extent by which functional insights
could be transfered between 6TM domains, and also to identify conserved features
from which functional predictions could be made, it was necessary to establish a
homology-based classification of these domains.
(ii) Investigation of the intramolecular signal transduction between upstream
regulatory domains and the AC catalytic domain. The analysis of linkage points
between the LqsS receptor domain and Rv1625c had revealed the importance of a
short segment on the N-terminus of the catalytic domain for the regulation of AC
activity. We aimed to understand the precise role of this linker segment and how it
enabled the regulation of AC activity by means of a heterologous 6TM receptor.
3 | Results and Discussion
3.1 Classiﬁcaঞon of AC 6TM domains
The results summarized in this section were published in Beltz et al. (2016). The
full manuscript and a detailed list of my contributions can be found in appendix A.
Membrane-bound adenylate cyclases (ACs) are frequently classified according to
their number of membrane-traversing helices, grouping them into ACs with two-
helical, four-helical, and six-helical transmembrane (6TM) domains. Unlike two-
helical and four-helical transmembrane domains, where the annotation of extra-
cellular loop regions offered a suitable criterion for a more detailed, homology-
based subclassification, the pairwise relationship between AC 6TM domains had
not been explored systematically before this work. With recent experimental results
indicating that domains of this layout could function as regulatory receptors, a more
detailed classification of 6TM domains was necessary.
Six conserved types of AC 6TM domains
In order to provide a comprehensive overview of AC 6TM domains, I extracted ap-
proximately 1,600 6TM domains from more than 5,500 predicted AC sequences in
the taxonomically balancedUniprot reference proteomes database (release 04/2015;
the UniProt Consortium, 2012). The resulting 6TM domain sequences were sub-
jected to a cluster analysis using highly sensitive pairwise profile hidden Markov
model comparisons (Frickey and Lupas, 2004; Remmert et al., 2012). This identi-
fied six major groups of AC 6TM domains (Figure 6). All groups had characteristic
sequence profiles, indicating they represented conserved 6TM domains or domain
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subtypes.
Two groups originated mostly from eukaryotic ACs and corresponded to the
6TM domains in the N-terminal and C-terminal subunits of the mAC pseudohetero-
dimers (Figure 6A and B). These clusters contained the sequences from all mAC
paralogs, highlighting the homology between all eukaryotic mAC 6TM domains.
Interestingly, the cluster otherwise associated with the N-terminal subunit of eu-
karyotic mACs also contained a small number of 6TM domains from multicellular
cyanobacteria, such as Nostoc or Anabaena; the implications of this observation for
the evolution of mAC 6TM domains are not clear.
ACCTEN C
ACCTEHAMPN C
ACCTEN C
ACN CFd
CTE CTEC1bAC ACN C
(C) bacterial IIIa
(F) bacterial IIIb + ferredoxin
(A) eukaryotic IIIa N-terminal
(B) eukaryotic IIIa C-terminal
(D) bacterial IIIb
(E) bacterial IIIb + HAMP
Figure 6: Cluster analysis of 6TM domains in ACs. Each dot represents a single 6TM domain.
HHsearch hits beer than p=0.0005 are shown as connecঞng lines; darker line color indicates
a beer hit. The posiঞon of Rv1625c is highlighted by a green star. Pictograms next to clus-
ters indicate the domain architectures of proteins with this 6TM domain (compare Figure 3).
Note that the domain annotaঞons include the cyclase transducer element (CTE), which was
not known when the original manuscript was published.
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The remaining four groups consisted entirely of bacterial ACs, but were not sep-
arated along any recognizable taxonomic division. Rather, the grouping correlated
with properties of the full proteins, particularly with their AC subclass and domain
architecture. The groups corresponded to: one group of subclass IIIa, in which the
proteins consisted of only the 6TM domain and the catalytic domain (Figure 6C),
and three groups of subclass IIIb, which were characterized by a domain architec-
ture consisting only of the 6TM domain and the catalytic domain (Figure 6D), by
the presence of a HAMP domain (Figure 6E), and by the presence of a peculiar
ferredoxin domain (Figure 6F), respectively. The mycobacterial Rv1625c, which
had been used for the chimeric constructs with bacterial quorum sensors, located in
the cluster of bacterial IIIa ACs (highlighted by a green star in Figure 6), while the
previously studied Rv3645 clustered with the group of HAMP domain-containing
ACs of subclass IIIb. We understood this correlation between features of the mem-
brane anchors and the full-length protein as evidence for a co-dependence between
the 6TM domains and other parts of the protein. As such, this observation clearly
supports the notion that the 6TM domains possess a more complex function be-
yond cellular localization. Further, the presence of a HAMP domain strongly indi-
cates the transduction of regulatory information from the N-terminal 6TM domains
towards the catalytic domain in at least one group (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas,
2010).
The relationship between the different groups of AC 6TMdomains was not fully
clear. All groups except for the one characterized by a ferredoxin domain were con-
nected by relatively weak, yet consistent HHsearch hits (indicated by faint lines in
Figure 6). These hits were of low statistical significance (most p-values > 10-5) and
could not be attributed to a clearly identifiable sequence pattern conserved between
all five groups. Further, we noted that the supposedly unrelated 6TM domains of
bacterial quorum sensors could be aligned to these groups at similar confidence,
but not to the outlying ferredoxin ACs (see Figure A7). At the time, we were un-
sure how to interpret these results, mostly because only very few reference cases
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for remote homology between integral transmembrane domains are known. If un-
derstood as an indication for true sequence similarity, the hits may have suggested
remote homology between several types of AC 6TM domains and also the 6TM
receptors of bacterial quorum sensors. This may have implied a conserved func-
tion between these domains, particularly the possibility to recognize hydrophobic
ligands inside the membrane. On the other hand, the hits may have been artifacts,
resulting from the similar topology of these domains and the reduced amino acid
alphabet of transmembrane sequences. Meanwhile, with additional insights into
the evolution of AC domain architectures and more experience with the compari-
son of transmembrane sequences, I think that homology between these domains is
becoming increasingly plausible (see Conclusion and Outlook).
Surprisingly, the minimum-sized loops, which we had considered a universal
hallmark of AC 6TM domains, were only present in three clusters (the ones origi-
nating from bacterial IIIa ACs, from bacterial subclass IIIb ACs without a HAMP
domain, and from the N-terminal eukaryotic subunits). All other groups contained
at least one conserved, significantly solvent-exposed loop (see appendix Figures
A.7 and A.7-S1). The function of these loops is unknown.
The 6TM domains in the ferredoxin-containing cluster stood out particularly.
In this group, the lengths of the transmembrane spans differed significantly from
all other groups, suggesting different membrane-crossing angles of the helices, and
hence a different fold. This cluster was also the only one with a homolog of known
structure, being clearly related to the heme-binding cytochrome B subunits of fu-
marate reductases/succinate dehydrogenases. The fumarate reductases/succinate
dehydrogenases coordinate heme through four histidine residues in their transmem-
brane domains. Notably, these histidine residues are conserved in the AC 6TM
domains. Together with the predicted ferredoxin domain between the 6TM do-
main and the catalytic domain, this suggests an electron transport-related function
of these ACs, for example as sensors of the redox state. This hypothesis is cur-
rently under investigation in the groups of Prof. Gottfried Unden at the University
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of Mainz and Prof. Joachim Schultz at the University of Tübingen.
3.2 The cyclase transducer element
The results summarized in this section were published in Ziegler et al. (2017). The
full manuscript and a detailed list of my contributions can be found in appendix B.
In the chimera between the bacterial quorum sensor CqsS and Rv1625c (see In-
troduction, section 1.6), the AC was connected at arginine 218. This position was
chosen for its homology to the connection point of previous chimeric constructs
(Winkler et al., 2012; Beltz et al., 2016). A subsequent, systematic inquiry of link-
age points in chimeras between the Legionella quorum sensor LqsS and Rv1625c
revealed that this position was of critical importance for the functional interaction
of both parts (Ziegler et al., 2017). When the connection was made upstream of
arginine 218, the resulting chimera had comparatively high basal activity but lost
all sensitivity to the LqsS ligand. Chimeras connected up to four residues down-
stream of this position, on the other hand, maintained a mild stimulatory response
but progressively lost activity (Ziegler et al., 2017). In comparing this position
between homologs, we realized that arginine 218 marked the beginning of a short
segment with elevated sequence conservation. The segment reached out for 19
residues downstream, terminating in a clear drop of sequence conservation and sec-
ondary structure propensity (Figure 7). Due to its conservation and importance for
the propagation of intramolecular signals, we named this segment the cyclase trans-
ducer element (CTE) and proposed that it could play a central role in the integration
of regulatory signals.
CTEs are found in ACs of subclass IIIa and IIIb
In order to assess the abundance of this element across different ACs, I compre-
hensively analyzed the N-termini of AC catalytic domains for CTE-like sequences.
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Surprisingly, this found that CTEs were universally present in ACs of subclass IIIa,
including the animal mACs and also the eukaryotic guanylate cyclases (appendix
Figure B.3). A cluster analysis of vertebrate CTE sequences further showed minor,
yet characteristic sequence divergence along their origin from a particular mAC par-
alog and subunit of the pseudoheterodimer (appendix Figure B.5). This indicated
an adaptation and continued co-evolution between the CTE and its adjacent 6TM
and catalytic domain. Notably, the CTE thus represented the first clearly homology-
based indication for a similar regulation of bacterial and eukaryotic ACs through
upstream domains.
PSIPRED hhhhhhh h h h h h h h h h hhh
PSIPRED hhhhhhh h h h h h h h h h hhh
Cyclase Transducer Element
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Figure 7: Sequence logos of CTEs in AC subclasses IIIa and IIIb. The PSIPRED lines indicate
the secondary structure as predicted by PSIPRED (Jones, 1999) - h: α-helix, s: β-strand.
Conserved hydrophobic posiঞons in the CTE that could indicate coiled-coil core residues are
highlighted in gray. This ﬁgure is a simpliﬁed reploমng of Ziegler et al. (2017) Figure 3.
CTEs were also identified in ACs of subclass IIIb, including the soluble ACs
(sACs) of animals. However, several other ACs in this subclass clearly lacked a
CTE, for example the ferredoxin-containing ACs described earlier (Beltz et al.,
2016; see section 3.1). It was also absent from all ACs of subclass IIIc/d, such
as mycobacterial Rv1264, where another type of linker appears to mediate the reg-
ulation of catalytic activity (Tews et al., 2005). I will discuss a structural reason for
the absence of CTEs in these proteins in the context of my global analysis of AC
domain architectures (section 3.3).
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The CTE controls the dimerizaঞon of the catalyঞc domains
The CTEwas predicted to be of helical secondary structure. In subclass IIIa, the he-
lix was locally disturbed by a central, almost invariant proline residue. In subclass
IIIb, this proline was largely absent; surprisingly, however, secondary structure pre-
diction nonetheless indicated a local disruption of the helix (Figure 7). Surrounding
this position, the CTE showed a conserved pattern of hydrophobic residues in every
third or fourth position, indicated coiled-coil interactions between the CTEs of the
AC dimer (Figure 7). The exact coiled-coil register was, however, ambiguous and
could not be assigned confidently.
Searching for CTE homologs in proteins of known structure, we found two cases
of class III nucleotide cyclases, in which the CTE was included in the solved frag-
ment although its functional relevance had not been recognized at the time. One
structure originated from the soluble β1 guanylate cyclase from rat, where the CTE
had been solved together with the upstream coiled-coil signaling helix (Ma et al.,
2010). The other was from the human sAC, where the CTE had been solved as part
of the upstream catalytic domains (Kleinboelting et al., 2014; Figure 8A). Both
structures showed the element folded into short helices on both ends, separated by
a central bend of approximately 45°. However, only the N-terminal helix made
the expected coiled-coil contacts to its respective symmetry partner in the dimer,
whereas the C-terminal helices extended into opposite directions before transition-
ing into the globular catalytic domain (Figure 8A).
Given the general ambiguity of the coiled-coil register and the surprisingly ir-
regular packing of hydrophobic side chains in the C-terminal helix (Figure 8B), we
conjectured that CTE may switch between multiple conformational states. Simi-
lar cases of sequence ambiguity and conformational flexibility have been observed
before in other coiled-coil elements of signal transduction proteins, for example
in the two-helical signaling helix (Anantharaman et al., 2006) and the four-helical
HAMP domain (Hulko et al., 2006). Further, we were guided in our considerations
by the parallels between the CTE and the dimerization and histidine phosphotrans-
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Figure 8: CTE crystal structures. (A) Structure of the catalyঞc domains and CTEs in the
human soluble AC (PDB: 4clf). The CTEs are highlighted by green and blue color. (B) Top
view onto the CTE dimer in the human soluble AC. The Cβ atoms of conserved hydrophobic
residues are drawn as spheres.
fer (DHp) domain of histidine kinases. Both are coupled on their N-terminus to
various input or transducer domains, such as the aforementioned signaling helix or
HAMP domain. And, depending on signals from N-terminal domains, both set the
activity of their respective output domains.
Based on this analogy, we illustrated a possible mechanism for the conforma-
tional changes in the CTE during signal transduction. In many ACs, the CTE di-
rectly extends the coiled coil of an upstream signaling helix or HAMP domain, and
is therefore likely to undergo the same conformational change. We envisaged that
this movement of the N-terminal helix triggers a repacking of the C-terminal he-
lix, such that it forms the expected coiled-coil interactions with its counterpart in
the opposite CTE (see Figure 9). Thereby the CTE could stretch out and adopt a
straight conformation. By extrapolation from the linker region in the mycobacterial
Rv1264 (Tews et al., 2005, see Figure 4), the more constrained conformation of
these would correspond to the inactive state, while the less constrained conforma-
tion allows the catalytic domains to dimerize and thus represents the active state.
Between these extremes, we expected one or several asymmetric states in which
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Figure 9: Computaঞonal models of the CTE in diﬀerent states. The CTE was modeled to-
gether with the C-terminal catalyঞc domain and an N-terminal signaling helix (see Ziegler
et al., 2017). Le[: Both CTEs are in the experimentally observed bent conformaঞon. Cen-
ter: The transiঞon progresses through an asymmetric state in which one CTE adopts the
hypotheঞcal straight conformaঞon while the other remains bent. Right: Both CTEs adopt
the hypotheঞcal straight conformaঞon by interacঞon of the hydrophobic residues in the N-
terminal helix. This ﬁgure has been adapted from Ziegler et al. (2017).
one CTE adopts the straight conformation and the other remains bent. Compa-
rable asymmetric states were found in the DHp domain and are suggested by the
sequence divergence between the N-terminal and the C-terminal CTE in eukary-
otic pseudoheterodimers. Taken together with the conserved differences between
the N-terminal and C-terminal 6TM domains of eukaryotic mAC, this could indi-
cate that the (pseudo-) heterodimerization of these proteins enabled them to decode
more complex, possibly asymmetric signals.
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Figure 10: Comparison of CTE structures and sequence registers. (A) Superposiঞon of all
currently available CTE structures: the N-terminal and C-terminal CTEs of the human solu-
ble AC (green and lime; PDB: 4clf), the CTE of a β1 guanylate cyclase from rat (cyan, PDB:
3hls), the CTE of a bacterial subclass IIIa AC fromMycobacterium intracellulare (magenta, PDB:
5o5k), the CTEs of bacterial subclass IIIb AC from Beggiatoa sp. (yellow, PDB: 5m27) and Os-
cillatoria acuminata (blue, PDB: 4yus), and a probably misfolded CTE of a subclass IIIb AC
from Synechocysࢼs (gray, PDB: 6At). (B, C) Diﬀerent coiled-coil registers in the CTEs of bac-
terial ACs from subclass IIIa (green, PDB: 5o5k) and IIIb (blue, PDB: 5m27). The Cβ atoms of
coiled-coil core residues are shown as spheres. Labels a and d denote the heptad posiঞon,
ccc marks the posiঞon of the central bent.
Recent developments
Since our discovery of the CTE, several other groups have also published results
that support a central role of the CTE in the regulation of AC activity. Notably,
this includes four more CTE structures from bacterial ACs of subclass IIIa and IIIb
(Ohki et al., 2016; Lindner et al., 2017; Vercellino et al., 2017; Etzl et al., 2018).
All except for one structure showed the CTE in the already known conformation
with two helices separated by a central bend (Figure 10A). The single deviant CTE
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was probably connected in the wrong coiled-coil register and the activity of its
catalytic domain was very low (Etzl et al., 2018). Similar delirious effects were
also noted when several disease-associated mutations found in the CTEs of human
nucleotide cyclases were introduced into Cya of M. intracellulare (Vercellino et al.,
2017). Both observations linked the CTE directly to AC activity and emphasized
the importance of this element for AC regulation.
Further valuable insight into the structural dynamics of the CTE came from
two cases of soluble bacterial AC that had been solved together with their native
regulatory domains. Lindner et al. (2017) worked with a subclass IIIb AC from
Beggiatoa, which was regulated by an N-terminal blue light sensor domain and
could easily be stimulated under laboratory conditions. In the crystal structure of
this AC, the CTEs showed the canonical bent conformation. Hydrogen-deuterium
exchange experiments with this protein however found the CTE and its upstream
coiled coil as the sites of highest deuteration after exposure to light. Remarkably,
however, in the presence of a competitive inhibitor, only the N-terminal helix of the
CTE showed a deuteration rate similar to that of the upstream coiled coil, whereas
deuteration in the C-terminal remained essentially unchanged (Lindner et al., 2017).
This indicated that the CTE in the light state had a similar solvent-exposure as the
upstream coiled coil. We therefore consider these results as strong support for the
proposed structural model of signal transduction in the CTE.
A second interesting insight came from the comparison of bPACwith a recently
published structure of the subclass IIIa AC Cya from M. intracellulare. In both
structures, the coiled-coil segment upstream of the CTE was sufficiently long to al-
low for the annotation of the coiled-coil register. Surprisingly, the registers did not
match. In Cya, the first core residue in the CTE was in position d, whereas in bPAC
it was a (Figure 10B and C). While it is not yet clear to what extent the coiled-coil
registers of Cya and bPAC stand representative for their respective subclasses, such
fine structural differences provide an attractive hypothesis to explain the sequence
divergence between the CTEs of subclasses IIIa and IIIb (Figure 7). Investigating
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the functional implications for the differences in the registers, for example as dif-
ferent ground states in a signal transduction mechanism based on axial rotation of
the helices, might be an interesting aim for future studies.
3.3 Comprehensive analysis of AC domain architectures
The results summarized in this section were published in Bassler et al. (2018). The
full manuscript and a detailed list of my contributions can be found in appendix C.
As I have outlined in the introduction, bacterial ACs occur with a great number
of different domain architectures. A great share of this structural diversity origi-
nates from the modular recombination of a comparatively small number of input
and transducer domains, of which many are also found in other families of signal
transduction proteins, including histidine kinases and diguanylate cyclases. Several
studies have sought to classify AC domain architectures, but have arguably failed to
identify a widespread, functionally meaningful criterion on which to base the clas-
sification. A particularly interesting question in this context is how the AC catalytic
domains manage to decode regulatory signals from so many, structurally diverse
input and transducer domains. Vice versa, this also asks how these input and trans-
ducer domains are able to regulate the activity ofmultiple unrelated output domains.
The experimental and bioinformatic characterization of the CTE suggested that this
element could be the mediator of diverse upstream signals into a cyclase-specific
conformational rearrangement that determines the catalytic activity (Ziegler et al.,
2017; see section 3.2), and hence part of the answer to the above questions. Thus,
in order to fully understand the role of the CTE, we had to conduct a large-scale
analysis of AC domain architectures.
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6TM domains deﬁne some of the most-abundant domain architectures
I analyzed the domain architectures of 6251 bacterial and 9690 eukaryotic class III
nucleotide cyclases in the Uniprot reference proteomes database (release 11/2016;
the UniProt Consortium, 2012) using the domain definitions of the SMART (Letu-
nic et al., 2015) and Pfam (Finn et al., 2016) databases and manual annotation. In
addition, I identified a small number of ACs from archaea, which appeared to have
been acquired by horizontal gene transfer from bacteria. Since their overall number
was very low and their sequences and domain architectures were reasonably similar
to bacterial ACs, I will not consider archaeal ACs in the following.
As expected, the analysis found a great number of domain architectures. In
bacteria, most domain architectures were conserved only between closely related
species, while only few architectures were spread across distant lineages. Surpris-
ingly, however, domain architectures with 6TM domains were among the most
abundant. In fact, subclass IIIa ACs with a 6TM domain (see section 3.1; Beltz
et al., 2016) comprised more than one quarter of all proteins in this subclass and
were found in many phyla. Similarly, ACs with a 6TM domain and a HAMP trans-
ducer constituted approximately 10% of all domain architectures in subclass IIIb
(appendix Figure C.4). Again, this greatly emphasized the importance of 6TM.
The CTE translates AC-unspeciﬁc signals into AC-speciﬁc rearrangements
Sorting the domain architectures by the presence or absence of a CTE confirmed the
previous observation that CTEs were universally present in ACs of subclass IIIa and
widespread in ACs of subclass IIIb. Notably, this includes most 6TM ACs except
those of the peculiar type associated with a ferredoxin domain. CTEs were absent
in a comparatively low number of ACs of subclass IIIb and also from all ACs of
subclass IIIc/d. Consequently,subclass IIIb was highly interesting for investigating
the role of the CTE. Subclass IIIb ACs with a CTE generally possessed domain
architectures that were fundamentally similar or identical to domain architectures
found in subclass IIIa. Many of these architectures were characterized by a so-called
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small molecule-binding domain, such as PAS, GAF, and CACHE, by a phospho-
rylation receiver domain, or by the coiled-coil transducers HAMP and the signal-
ing helix (appendix Figures C.3A and C.4A). These domains are frequently found
across different signal transduction proteins and are generally positioned along a
dimeric coiled-coil backbone. This can, for example, be seen in the structures of
the light-activated AC bPAC (Lindner et al., 2017), the chemoreceptor Tsr (Tajima
et al., 2011; Ferris et al., 2012), and the histidine kinases VicK and NarQ (Wang
et al., 2013; Gushchin et al., 2017). ACs without a CTE, by comparison, were
never found with any of these domains and were not predicted to contain coiled
coils (appendix Figures C.3B and C.4B). This suggested that the CTE marks the
endpoint of a dimeric coiled-coil backbone along which AC-unspecific conforma-
tional signals are propagated. The CTE then converts these unspecific signals into
an AC-specific structural rearrangement that directly determines AC activity, most
likely by means of control over the dimerization of the catalytic domains. It further
suggested that the dimeric coiled-coil backbone represents a common interface be-
tween many signal transduction proteins that enabled the complex recombination
of input and transducer domains. Accordingly, we see a clear analogy between
the CTE of ACs and the DHp domain of histidine kinases. Although no compara-
ble domain has yet been described in other coiled-coil signal transduction proteins,
such as diguanylate cyclases, phosphatases, and phosphodiesterases, we highly an-
ticipate that more such output domain-specific transducers will be identified in the
future.
4 | Conclusion and Outlook
In this dissertation, I have presented a comprehensive bioinformatic classification
and characterization of the six-helical transmembrane (6TM) domains of adeny-
late cyclases (ACs). The classification identified six groups of 6TM domains, each
with a distinctive sequence profile. Two closely related groups corresponded to the
transmembrane domains of the N-terminal and C-terminal subunits of the eukary-
otic membrane-bound ACs (mACs), which are conserved between all animals and
are involved in many sensory and developmental processes. Two more groups were
found across distant bacterial lineages and represented two of the most abundant
architectural types. The outstanding conservation and widespread abundance of
these domain types is in stark contrast to our complete ignorance regarding their
function.
The experimental work by the Schultz group provided a first indication that
some or all AC 6TM domains could be regulatory receptors, possibly for hydropho-
bic ligands bound inside the membrane. This notion is in agreement with the re-
sults of our bioinformatic classification, which suggested a co-adaptation between
the 6TM domains and other parts of the proteins, as would be required for the in-
tramolecular propagation of regulatory signals. In parallel, the experimental results
pointed out the importance of a short segment on the N-terminus of many AC cat-
alytic domains. Based on a bioinformatic characterization of this segment, we iden-
tified the novel cyclase transducer element (CTE). Increasing evidence suggests that
this element plays a central role in the decoding of regulatory signals from upstream
domains in many class III nucleotide cyclases. Notably, all but one of the identified
6TM domain types were connected to the catalytic domain by a CTE, indicating the
propagation of regulatory signals in these proteins. Hence, the identification of this
element also reflected back on our original question and provided further support
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for the suspected input function of the 6TM domains.
At the same time, our results raised new issues and open questions. The charac-
terization of the CTE suggested that it represented a novel type of output domain-
specific transducer element, which converts AC-unspecific signals from the coiled-
coil backbone into an AC-specific conformational change. By comparison, other
signal transduction proteins with a coiled-coil backbone and similar input and trans-
ducer domains should require specific transducers as well. It will be highly inter-
esting to see if more such elements can be identified in the future.
An as-of-yet unanswered question concerns the relationship between the vari-
ous types of 6TM domains. In my 2016 analysis, the low-level similarities between
five of the six groups (i.e. excluding the ferredoxin-associated group) tentatively
suggested a homologous relationship between these domains, but did not allow for
a definite statement. In the meantime, however, the discovery of the CTE and its
role in the recombination of domains between signal transduction proteins sug-
gested that the closest homologs of AC 6TM domains may well be found outside
the AC family. In that case, the AC 6TM domains could be part of a much larger
superfamily of 6TM input domains, similar to the small molecule-binding domain
superfamily of soluble receptor domains.
However, the most important aim for future work is clearly the identification of
the natural ligands of the 6TM domains. We have identified an increasing amount
of circumstantial evidence, which suggested that not only the bacterial, but also
the eukaryotic 6TM may be cryptic regulatory receptors; the final prove of this hy-
pothesis, however, can only be provided by the identification of the natural ligands.
Especially the discovery of ligands of the mammalian mACs will have tremendous
pharmacological impact and could significantly expand our understanding of cel-
lular signaling. I am extremely proud that our results have spurred several new
initiatives to investigate the structures, functions, and putative ligands of 6TM do-
mains. I look forward to see exciting results in this field in the near future.
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Abstract Adenylate cyclases convert intra- and extracellular stimuli into a second messenger
cAMP signal. Many bacterial and most eukaryotic ACs possess membrane anchors with six
transmembrane spans. We replaced the anchor of the AC Rv1625c by the quorum-sensing receptor
from Vibrio harveyi which has an identical 6TM design and obtained an active, membrane-anchored
AC. We show that a canonical class III AC is ligand-regulated in vitro and in vivo. At 10 mM, the
cholera-autoinducer CAI-1 stimulates activity 4.8-fold. A sequence based clustering of membrane
domains of class III ACs and quorum-sensing receptors established six groups of potential
structural and functional similarities. The data support the notion that 6TM AC membrane domains
may operate as receptors which directly regulate AC activity as opposed and in addition to the
indirect regulation by GPCRs in eukaryotic congeners. This adds a completely novel dimension of
potential AC regulation in bacteria and vertebrates.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.001
Introduction
In 1958 Sutherland and Rall reported the structure of a second messenger, cyclic 3‘,5‘-adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP) which was generated upon incubation of a liver extract with the first mes-
sengers epinephrine or glucagon (Sutherland and Rall, 1958). Since then cAMP has been demon-
strated to be a universal second messenger translating a variety of extracellular stimuli into a
uniform intracellular chemical signal. The enzymes responsible for biosynthesis of cAMP from ATP,
adenylate cyclases (ACs), have been biochemically and genetically identified in most bacterial and
eukaryotic cells (Khandelwal and Hamilton, 1971; Linder and Schultz, 2003; 2008). To date,
sequencing has identified six classes of ACs. The small-sized class I (enterobacterial ACs), class II
(toxin class) and the minor classes IV-VI are restricted to bacteria (Baˆrzu and Danchin, 1994;
Linder and Schultz, 2003). The class III ACs are ubiquitous, albeit with differing domain architec-
tures (Linder and Schultz, 2008). The catalytic domains share sequence and structural similarities,
yet minor, characteristic sequence peculiarities have resulted in a division into four subclasses, a-d
(Linder and Schultz, 2008; Tesmer et al., 1997; Tews et al., 2005). A fundamental difference
between bacterial and eukaryotic ACs is that the former are monomers which require homodimeriza-
tion for activity. The mammalian congeners, exclusively class IIIa, present themselves as pseudohe-
terodimers composed of two concatenated ‘bacterial’ monomers with slightly diverged, yet
complementary domains (Guo et al., 2001). Accordingly, mammalian class III ACs are anchored to
the membrane by two putative 6TM bundles, one in each of the concatenated repeats. Our knowl-
edge about regulation of bacterial class III ACs is limited. Apart from a few soluble ACs which
appear to be regulated by carbon dioxide or pH near to nothing is known (Kleinboelting et al.,
Beltz et al. eLife 2016;5:e13098. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098 1 of 17
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2014; Steegborn et al., 2005; Tews et al., 2005). The established regulation of the nine mamma-
lian, membrane-delimited AC isoforms is indirect. Stimulation of G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) by extracellular ligands releases Gsa intracellularly which binds to ACs and activates. A
potentially direct ligand-regulation of class III ACs via their large membrane anchors remains a genu-
ine possibility.
The 6TM membrane anchors of bacterial ACs are obviously structural analogs of the 6TM bundles
in mammalian ACs. In the past, we replaced the membrane anchor of the mycobacterial AC Rv3645
by the E. coli chemotaxis receptors for serine, Tsr, and aspartate, Tar (Kanchan et al., 2010). Tsr/Tar
and Rv3645 have a signal-transducing HAMP domain in common and both require dimerization. The
chimeras were regulated in vitro and in vivo by serine or aspartate (Kanchan et al., 2010;
Monde´jar et al., 2012; Winkler et al., 2012), i.e. a 2TM receptor, Tsr or Tar, with an extensive peri-
plasmic ligand-binding domain replaced a 6TM AC membrane anchor which lacks periplasmic loops.
The data demonstrated that in principle direct regulation of a class III AC via an extracellular ligand
is a possibility. The question whether also a 6TM receptor might directly regulate a 6TM AC
remained open. This question is addressed here.
Membrane anchors with 6TMs are present in many proteins. Often they have short transmem-
brane-spanning a-helices and short connecting loops, e.g. in bacterial and mammalian ACs
(Krupinski et al., 1989; Linder and Schultz, 2003), in the cytochrome subunits of succinate dehy-
drogenases and fumarate reductases (Hederstedt, 1998; Yankovskaya et al., 2003), ABC trans-
porters (Chang and Roth, 2001), in bacterial HdeD proteins (Mates et al., 2007), six
transmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate (STEAP, Kleven et al., 2015), or quorum-sensing
(QS) receptors from Vibrio and Legionella which have His-kinases as cytosolic effectors (Ng and
Bassler, 2009). For the latter lipophilic ligands have been identified (Ng et al., 2011; 2010). This
has opened the opportunity to replace the 6TM anchor of the mycobacterial class IIIa AC Rv1625c
which is considered to be an ancestral form of mammalian ACs (Guo et al., 2001), by the prototypi-
cally identical 6TM QS-receptor CqsS from V. harveyi (Figure 1). Here, as a proof of principle, we
demonstrate that a 6TM receptor not only substitutes a membrane-anchoring function, but also con-
fers direct regulation of a class IIIa AC via an extracellular ligand with nanomolar potency. Taken
together with a bioinformatic analysis the data indicate that the 6TM AC membrane anchors
eLife digest Cells are surrounded by a membrane that separates the inside of the cell from the
external environment. To communicate information across the cell membrane, cells often employ a
relay system. In this system, receptor proteins on the surface of the cells sense information about the
environment and trigger the production of a chemical signal inside the cell.
Certain receptors activate enzymes called adenylate cyclases, which reside just inside the cell, to
produce a chemical signal. In some human and bacterial adenylate cyclases, about 40% of the
protein is anchored in the membrane, far more than is necessary to hold the protein in place. It is
therefore possible that this “membrane anchor” region plays an additional role, perhaps even
detecting external signals.
A “quorum sensing” receptor protein that was recently discovered embedded in the membrane
of a species of marine bacteria called Vibrio harveyi has a similar structure to the membrane anchor
of adenylate cyclases. Beltz et al. have now replaced the adenylate cyclase membrane anchor with a
V. harveyi receptor. This produced a hybrid protein that could both receive and translate signals
from the membrane receptor.
A computational analysis of the membrane anchors of adenylate cyclases showed that they have
striking similarities to quorum sensors. Furthermore, the membrane anchors of different types of
adenylate cyclase have diverse structures that may have helped the cyclases to adapt to different
environments and biological requirements.
Overall, Beltz et al.’s results suggest the adenylate cyclase membrane anchor is a new type of cell
surface receptor. In the future it will be important to identify the environmental signal that activates
adenylate cyclases, both in bacteria and mammals.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.002
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probably have an additional receptor function. This is a first and decisive step to add a novel dimen-
sion of direct regulation of class IIIa AC activities.
Results
The quorum-sensing receptor CqsS from V. harveyi regulates the class
IIIa AC Rv1625c
Many bacterial and the nine membrane-bound mammalian class IIIa ACs possess 6TM modules as
membrane anchors (Guo et al., 2001; Linder and Schultz, 2003; 2008). They comprise >40% of the
proteins. A function of these membrane domains beyond fixation in the membrane is unknown.
Recently we became aware of the QS-receptors from Vibrio and Legionella, CqsS and LqsS, which
feature a membrane anchor of an essentially identical design as the aforementioned ACs, i.e. mini-
mal-length a-helices and short connecting linkers which presumably severely restrict conformational
possibilities (see Figure 1 for a 2D representation; Ng et al., 2010; Tiaden and Hilbi, 2012). For
both QS-receptors highly lipophilic ligands have been identified such as CAI-1, the Cholerae AutoIn-
ducer-1, (S)-3-hydroxy-tridecan-4-one and LAI-1, the Legionella AutoInducer-1, (S)-3-hydroxy-penta-
decan-4-one (Ng et al., 2010; Spirig et al., 2008). The QS-receptors from Vibrio and Legionella are
homodimers linked to histidine-kinases as cytosolic effector domains (Ng and Bassler, 2009). This is
comparable to bacterial class III ACs which are homodimers (Linder and Schultz, 2003). These
superficial observations suggested that by swapping the membrane anchor/receptor between a
6TM AC and CqsS from Vibrio one might generate a 6TM AC which is regulated by the QS-ligand
CAI-1. We chose the mycobacterial class IIIa AC Rv1625c for this investigation because of its similar-
ity to the mammalian congeners (Guo et al., 2001) and the QS-receptor from V. harveyi.
Figure 1. Two-dimensional models of the canonical class IIIa adenylate cyclase Rv1625c from M. tuberculosis (left) and the quorum-sensing receptor
from V. harveyi (right) in the membrane. Both proteins require dimerization to be catalytically active. The alignment below covers the amino acid
sequences at the exit of TM6 of both proteins. The most efficient functional linkage of the CqsS receptor to the catalytic domain of Rv1625c is indicated
by an arrow. The H-Box of the histidine-kinase domain is underlined. The numbering for CqsS and Rv1625c is indicated above and below the respective
sequences.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.003
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The success of generating a functionally productive chimera between the AC and the QS-receptor
hinges on the precondition that a suitable point of transition between both proteins can be found
which allows signal propagation from the CqsS receptor to the AC effector. The cytosolic aa sequen-
ces exiting from the respective last TMs have no conspicuous complementarity which would indicate
a self-evident point of connection (Figure 1). Therefore, 15 different points of connection between
the CqsS receptor and the catalytic domain of Rv1625c were probed. The first points of transition
tested were the arginine residues present at the cytosolic membrane exit in both proteins (Figure 1).
The chimera CqsS1-168Rv1625c203-443 was active (16.2 nmol cAMPmg
-1
min-1), but unregulated. The
basal AC activity of this chimera was comparable to that of the membrane-bound Rv1625c holoen-
zyme (Guo et al., 2001), i.e. generally the two disparate domains were functionally fully compatible
with each other. In the cyanobacterial class IIIa AC CyaG from Arthrospira platensis a distinct N-ter-
minal domain that starts with RSEELL, was required for a functional interaction with the chemotaxis
receptor Tsr (Winkler et al., 2012). A comparison between CyaG and Rv1625c AC sequences
revealed a similar domain in Rv1625c beginning with RSEALL (Figure 1). Hence, for the Rv1625c AC
this point of transition to CqsS was chosen. In the CqsS His-kinase the auto-phosphorylated histidine
is part of the canonical H-box (underlined in Figure 1; Grebe and Stock, 1999). However, several
chimeras of CqsS and Rv1625c linked in this region were unaffected by CAI-1. With transition points
closer to the membrane exit of the CqsS receptor, e.g. at Val172, Ala181 or Gly185, AC activities
were reproducibly stimulated by CAI-1 (not shown). For further experiments we linked Ala181 of the
QS-receptor to Arg218 of the Rv1625c AC, generating CqsS1-181-Rv1625c218-443 (abbreviated CqsS-
Rv1625c; Figure 1) because it responded maximally. The chimera CqsS-Rv1625c was stimulated by
85% with 10 mM CAI-1 (Figure 2). The response was concentration-dependent and the EC50
Figure 2. Stimulation of the chimera CqsS1-181-Rv1625c218-443 by the QS-ligands CAI-1 or LAI-1. Basal activity was
5.5 nmol cAMPmg-1min-1. The EC50 concentrations were 400 nM. Filled squares, CAI-1 (n = 5–12; ± S.E.M.); open
squares, LAI-1 (n= 1–2). CAI-1 stimulations were significant starting at 100 nM ligand. The insert shows a Western
blot of the expression product with MW standards indicated at the side. The structure of the ligands is depicted at
right. The catalytic domain of Rv1625c alone was not affected by CAI-1 or LAI-1 (not shown).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.004
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concentration for CAI-1 was 400 nM (Figure 2). Discrimination between CAI-1 with a C9 and LAI-1
with a C11 lipid tail was absent. In both cases maximal stimulation at 10 mM CAI-1 and the EC50 con-
centrations were identical (Figure 2). These parameters perfectly matched the concentrations of 400
nM required to observe phenotypic responses from the CqsS-His-kinase in V. cholerae (Ng et al.,
2011).
In vivo characterization of CqsS from V. cholerae identified Cys170 at the exit of TM6 as critical
for signaling (Ng et al., 2011). In CqsS from V. harveyi the corresponding residue is Phe166 (Fig-
ure 1). We examined its role by substituting it with all 19 proteinogenic amino acids. Substitutions
by large flexible hydrophobic residues, i.e. Leu, Ile, or Met enhanced CAI-1 stimulation up to 480%
compared to 185% with the parent Phe166 construct (compare Figures 2 and 3).
Furthermore, a high discrimination between CAI-1 and LAI-1 was effectuated and the potency
ratio CAI-1/LAI-1 at 10 mM increased from 1 to 3 (see Figures 2 and 3). Evidently, the F166L CqsS
sensor domain in the chimera shows high selectivity between CAI-1 and LAI-1. Our findings were in
line with earlier results that the natural CqsS receptor preferably detects ligands with C10 or C8 but
not shorter (C6, C4) or longer (C12, e.g. LAI-1) alkyl tails (Tiaden and Hilbi, 2012). 3, 4-tridecanediol
which has not been reported as a natural ligand stimulated by about 10% of CAI-1 at 10 mM (Fig-
ure 3). Other amino acid substitutions at position 166 of CqsS did not affect the extent of AC
Figure 3. Stimulation of the chimera CqsS1-181F166L-Rv1625c218-443 by the QS-ligands CAI-1 or LAI-1. Basal activity
was 4 nmol cAMPmg-1min-1. Filled squares, CAI-1 (n = 5–11; ± S.E.M.); open squares, LAI-1 (n=2); open circles,
3,4-tridecanediol. The EC50 concentrations were 400 nM CAI-1, 900 nM LAI-1, and 2000 nM 3,4-tridecanediol. CAI-
1 stimulations were significant starting at 100 nM ligand. Insert: Western blot of expression product.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.005
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stimulation with the exception of tryptophan which abrogated stimulation (data not shown). Activa-
tion enhanced Vmax from 14 to 42 nmol cAMPmg-1min-1 whereas Km for substrate ATP was not
significantly affected (233 and 163 mM ATP, respectively). An up to 104-fold activation of CqsS-stimu-
lated reporter gene transcription was earlier observed in V. harveyi and V. cholerae (21). The 5-fold
activation of CqsS-F166L reported here appears comparatively small. This discrepancy can be
explained by the fact that the amplification systems used differ profoundly. Earlier studies investi-
gated the quorum-sensing system in vivo with a reporter gene transcription/bioluminescence read-
out which is much more sensitive than an in vitro AC assay with isolated cell membranes used in the
present study (Ng et al., 2011). In addition, the coupling of CqsS to its authentic effector might well
be more stringent than that attainable in a chimera with an exogenous Rv1625c AC output domain.
Next we examined whether the CqsS-Rv1625c AC chimera is operational in vivo. Use of maltose
by E. coli requires activation of the maltose operon via the cAMP/CRP signaling system. Maltose fer-
mentation produces organic acids which are visualized on MacConkey plates by the pH indicator
phenol red. We used the AC-deficient E. coli cya-99 strain with a high affinity CRP variant
(Garges and Adhya, 1985). It cannot metabolize carbohydrates for lack of cAMP. When grown on
MacConkey agar, colonies appear whitish. We transformed the CqsS-F166L-Rv1625c into E. coli cya-
99, plated the cells on MacConkey maltose agar and induced AC expression by a filter strip soaked
with 30 mM IPTG. The reddish zone along the filter strip which is indicative of maltose metabolism
was expanded at the side where 10 ml of a 100 mM CAI-1 solution was applied (Figure 4), clearly
demonstrating a CAI-1 stimulated cAMP production in vivo.
CqsS dimerization is required for adenylate cyclase regulation
The monomeric bacterial class III ACs require homodimerization (Linder and Schultz, 2003). Simi-
larly, bacterial His-kinases of two-component systems are homodimers in which a His-residue of the
H-box is phosphorylated either in cis or trans (Casino et al., 2014; 2009). Here we examined
whether dimerization of the QS-receptors is required for AC regulation. The CqsS receptor was con-
nected to known inactive Rv1625c AC point mutants, Rv1625cD300A and Rv1625cR376A. These
point mutants complement each other and the dimer is catalytically active (Guo et al., 2001). Thus,
CqsS-Rv1625cD300A was inserted into pETDuet-3 alone or in combination with CqsS-
Rv1625cR376A. When CqsS-Rv1625cD300A and CqsS-Rv1625cR376A were jointly expressed, robust
Figure 4. CAI-1 stimulates cAMP formation in vivo. A MacConkey maltose agar plate with E. coli cya-99 crp*144
transformed with CqsS1-181F166L-Rv1625c218-443 was induced by a filter strip soaked with 1 mM IPTG (running from
top to bottom in the middle). 10 ml of 100 mM CAI-1 in DMSO/water was spotted at the asterisk, the plate was
tipped and the solution was allowed to move left. As a surface active compound it regularly spread over a large
area. Note that the bacterial lawn at left was not induced. Picture was taken from the bottom of the Petri-dish
(three independent experiments were carried out, each with at least three agar plates and different concentrations
of CAI-1 and IPTG; controls with solvent were negative).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.006
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AC activity and regulation by CAI-1 was observed (Figure 5A). This demonstrated that the mem-
brane anchors of CqsS dimerize and allow individually inactive AC domains to form an active, ligand-
regulated dimer. Expectedly, the expression product of CqsS-Rv1625cD300A was inactive
(Figure 5B). The experiment did not answer the question whether ligand binding requires a CqsS
dimer. This was addressed by linking the inactive Rv1625c monomers to the 6TM anchors of either
Rv1625c or the Legionella LqsS QS-receptor. First, CqsS-Rv1625cD300A and the full-length
Rv1625cR376A were jointly expressed in pETDuet-3. AC activity was observed, yet CAI-1 did not
regulate (Figure 5C). Second, the QS-receptor from LqsS was joined with the inactive
Rv1625cR376A in a similar manner. CqsS-Rv1625cD300A and LqsS-Rv1625cR376A were concomi-
tantly expressed. As before, AC activity was restored, yet regulation by CAI-1 was absent
(Figure 5D). This indicated that the membrane anchors were close enough to enable productive het-
erodimerization; however, a regulatory ligand-binding site was absent. Possibly one ligand molecule
binds at the interface of a receptor homodimer as is the case in the chemotaxis receptors Tsr or Tar
or Ni2+-binding in PhoQ (Cheung et al., 2008; Gardina and Manson, 1996; Kanchan et al., 2010;
Mowbray and Koshland, 1990; Yang et al., 1993). Because the highly lipophilic ligand does not
allow meaningful receptor binding studies, presently this cannot be examined any further.
Stimulation of AC Rv1625c activity by CAI-1 is irreversible
The QS-system of Vibrio controls virulence. At high cell density, CAI-1 is produced, released and
binds to the extracellular CqsS receptor (Wei et al., 2012). In a multistep intracellular process this
results in reduced production of virulence factors and allows the pathogen to escape from the host,
thus spreading disease (Higgins et al., 2007; Rutherford and Bassler, 2012). Because extracellular
loops for ligand binding are absent in CqsS and because of the lipophilicity of the ligand, CAI-1 may
bind within the membrane segments of the receptor dimer. Therefore, the question whether CAI-1
Figure 5. Homodimerization of the CqsS receptor is required for signaling. (A) with complementary Rv1625c point
mutations Rv1626cD300A and Rv1625cR376A a regulated dimeric chimera was generated (*p<0.05 compared to
respective basal activity). (B) as a control the construct CqsS-Rv1625cD300A was expressed alone. It was inactive.
(C, D) complementing mutants with differing membrane domains were active, yet unregulated. Basal activity of
construct B significantly differed from those in constructs A, C, and D (†p<0.001).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.007
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stimulation is reversible was examined next. Membranes were stimulated with sub-saturating (300
nM) and saturating (10 mM) concentrations of CAI-1 for 10 min. The reactions were rapidly stopped
by cooling to 0˚C and the pre-stimulated membranes were re-isolated by ultracentrifugation. Those
membranes were then stimulated again by CAI-1 (Figure 6). Membranes pre-treated with 300 nM
CAI-1 had an elevated ‘basal’ AC activity equivalent to the previous 0.3 mM CAI-1 stimulation (Fig-
ure 6, left). Accordingly, re-stimulation by 0.3 mM CAI-1 failed whereas addition of 10 mM CAI-1 acti-
vated to the maximal possible extent. Membranes which were initially exposed to 10 mM CAI-1
remained almost fully activated and were completely refractory to re-stimulation (Figure 6). In this
context we checked whether ligand was specifically binding at the receptor sites or remained unspe-
cifically associated with the membranes. The supernatants of the ultracentrifugation steps of the
pre-incubated membranes stimulated naı¨ve membranes according to the previously tested CAI-1
concentrations. This excluded unspecific association of the lipophilic ligand with the membrane or
adherence to the reaction vessels. Therefore, we can conclude that CAI-1 stimulation was irrevers-
ible. This is slightly reminiscent on the biochemistry of rhodopsin in the mammalian eye. There, reti-
nal is even covalently bound into the membrane-segments of opsin, a GPCR with scant extra-
membrane loops. After excitation receptor regeneration requires ligand removal by an enzymatic
process and transport to the retinal pigment epithelium which, notably, contains exclusively adeny-
late cyclase type VII (Vo¨lkel et al., 1996). How in Vibrio signal termination is accomplished remains
to be investigated. Possibilities are an inactivating metabolism of CAI-1 or proteolysis.
6TM membrane anchors in ACs, universal receptor modules?
The above data demonstrated that the homodimeric catalytic domain of the canonical class IIIa
Rv1625c AC was capable to decode the ligand-initiated conformational signal of a 6TM QS-receptor
and translate it into a change in AC activity. The functional membrane anchor replacement accompa-
nied by a gain of a novel physiological function suggests that the Rv1625c 6TM anchor actually con-
stitutes an orphan receptor, i.e. receptor without known ligand. Therefore, we examined the
Figure 6. CAI-1 ligand binding to the CqsS QS-receptor is irreversible. Membranes containing CqsS1-181F166L-
Rv1625c218-443 were stimulated with 0.3 or 10 mM CAI-1 (left), re-isolated and re-stimulated with 0.3 and 10 mM
CAI-1. Only the stimulations marked with an asterisk differed significantly from the respective unstimulated
controls. White bars represent basal AC activities, gray bars on top represent additive CAI-1-stimulated activities
(S.E.M., n = 6).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.008
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Figure 7. (A) Cluster map of 6TM domains of adenylate cyclases and CqsS-like sensory receptors. A
comprehensive set of 6TM AC anchors was extracted from 408 eukaryotic and 1456 bacterial proteomes and
clustered in CLANS (HHsearch p-value cutoff 5E-4, attraction value 10, repulsion value 5); outliers were removed.
Each dot represents a single 6TM domain. Above threshold HHsearch hits are shown as connecting lines between
AC pairs in different clusters; the darker line color, the more similar the protein sequences. 6TM anchors of ACs
form five clusters of high pairwise sequence similarity: cluster (1), anchors of bacterial class IIIb ACs characterized
by the presence of a cytosolic ferredoxin domain (30 sequences from the a and b branches of proteobacteria).
Cluster (2), anchors of bacterial class IIIb ACs characterized by a signal-transducing HAMP domain (118 sequences
mainly from Actinobacteria, but also from a-proteobacteria, d-proteobacteria, Chlorobia and Thermoleophilia).
Cluster (3), anchors of bacterial class IIIb ACs similar to HAMP-associated anchor domains but which lack a HAMP
domain (42 sequences mainly from a-proteobacteria). Cluster (4), anchors from bacterial class IIIa ACs
prototypically represented by the mycobacterial AC Rv1625c (35 from many different phyla of bacteria, including
Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Chlorophyta, Spirochaetes, and Bacteriodetes). The enlarged asterisk denotes the
position of the mycobacterial AC Rv1625c. Cluster (5), anchors of the pseudoheterodimeric eukaryotic class IIIa
ACs (TM1 677 sequences, TM2 653 sequences). CqsS Cluster (6), 6TM domains of sensory His-Kinases similar to
CqsS (from Bacteriodetes, Chlorobia, a-, b-, and g-proteobacteria). (B) Length comparisons of the transmembrane
helices and loops of 6TM membrane anchors/receptors/sensors. The data sets from clusters 4, 5 and 6 from
Figure 7A were used supplemented with 250 cytochrome b561 proteins. In case no S.E.M. is visible the size of the
vertical bar is within the line thickness of the respective bar. ‘a’-Numbering denotes the consecutive TM helices
starting from the N-terminus, ’out’ and ’in’ denote sequential extra- and intracellular loop sequences. The two
horizontal lines are at the 5 and 20 aa level.
Figure 7 continued on next page
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relationship between the QS-receptors and the 6TM AC membrane anchors by a focused bioinfor-
matic approach.
From the Uniprot Reference Proteomes databank we obtained all class III ACs using the highly
conserved catalytic domain for data mining (see Materials and methods). The catalytic domains were
stripped; the putative 6TM domains were extracted and retained. Similarly, we extracted 6TM mod-
ules related to the CqsS quorum-sensing receptor. The combined data set comprising a total of
1616 6TM modules was subjected to a cluster analysis using the CLANS software (Figure 7A;
Frickey and Lupas, 2004). In total, six distinct clusters were observed, five of which were intercon-
nected to different extents, among them the cluster of QS-receptors (Figure 7A). This clear-cut sep-
aration of 6TM modules is surprising and revealing. Transmembrane spanning a-helices have a
strong predilection for hydrophobic residues with Leu, Ile, Val, Ala, Gly and Phe comprising two-
thirds (Senes et al., 2000). Yet, the unequivocal clustering indicates a differentiated pattern of con-
served 6TM variants which is at odds with an assignment of simply an anchoring device. We propose
that the diversity of conserved patterned subtypes mirrors a succinct adaptation to particular physio-
logical functions. By far the majority of 6TM modules were eukaryotic ACs, from the slime mold Dic-
tyostelium, the extant coelacanth up to man. The preponderance of eukaryotic sequences is, at least
in part, due to the fact that in vertebrates nine distinct membrane-delimited pseudoheterodimeric
AC isoforms exist, each with two TM modules, TM1 and TM2. The observed clusters were identified
as follows: (1) An isolated, unconnected cluster of 30 bacterial class IIIb ACs is characterized by a fer-
redoxin between the membrane and the catalytic domain. A representative example is an AC from
Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Uniprot Q132R4) which intracellularly appends to a ferredoxin mod-
ule. The membrane anchors show sequence similarity to the cytochrome b subunits present in the
fumarate reductase/succinate dehydrogenase protein families to an extent that they can be matched
by simple BLAST searches. These 6TM modules have four precisely spaced intra-membrane histidine
residues which coordinate heme as an electron carrier (Einsle et al., 2000; Hederstedt, 1998;
Kern et al., 2010a; 2010b). It can confidently be predicted that the AC 6TM anchors of this cluster
will turn out to contain two heme entities as prosthetic groups. (2) A cluster of 118 bacterial class IIIb
ACs is characterized by a signal-transducing HAMP domain between membrane anchor and catalytic
domain such as the well-studied mycobacterial AC Rv3645 (Hazelbauer et al., 2008; Hulko et al.,
2006; Kanchan et al., 2010; Monde´jar et al., 2012). (3) A cluster of 42 bacterial class IIIb ACs
shows partly high local similarity to ACs of cluster (2) as visualized by the number and intensity of
the gray colored connecting lines between both clusters (Figure 7A). Yet, ACs in cluster (3) lack a
HAMP domain. To our knowledge, none of these ACs has ever been interrogated experimentally.
(4) A cluster of 35 membrane anchors from bacterial class IIIa ACs as prototypically represented by
the mycobacterial AC Rv1625c used here. It is predominantly connected to the cluster with mamma-
lian TM modules. (5) Two tightly connected groups are combined here into one cluster of 677 TM1
Figure 7 continued
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.009
The following figure supplements are available for figure 7:
Figure supplement 1. Length comparisons of a-helices and loops of 6TM modules from adenylate cyclases and
quorum sensors.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.010
Figure supplement 2. The 12 sequences used for the alignment were from Agrobacterium albertimagni,
WP_006725538; Arthrospira maxima, B5VUZ0; Arthrospira platensis, D5A5G2; Beggiatoa, A7BXS6;
Dechloromonas, Q47AI8; Hyphomicrobium, C6QBG1; Lyngbya, A0YQ82; Mesorhizobium, LSHC420B00;
Microcoleus sp., PCC_7113; Oscillatoria acuminata, PCC_6304; Nostoc, YP_001866931; Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, ALB18789 (Rv1625c).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.011
Figure supplement 3. AC_1 Sequences used for the alignment: Macaca fasci, XP_005551359.1; Bos taurus,
NP_776654.1; Anas platyrhynchos, XP_005014606.1; Danio rerio, NP_001161822.1; Mesocricetus auratus,
XP_005083033.1; Pseudopodoces humilis, XP_005525280.1; Gallus gallus, XP_418883.4; Homo sapiens,
NP_066939.1; Mouse, GI:62512159; Heterocephalus glaber, XP_004840600.1; Orcinus orca, XP_004283063.1; Pan
troglodytes, XP_519081.3; Ficedula albicollis, XP_005041477.1; Sarcophilus harrisii, XP_003762599.1; Odobenus
rosmarus divergens, XP_004409496.1; Melopsittacus undulatus, XP_005148091.1.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13098.012
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and 653 TM2 modules which are derived from eukaryotic, mostly vertebrate, pseudoheterodimeric
class IIIa ACs. The difference in the number of TM1 and TM2 units is due to individual sequence
divergences of the TM2 domains, database miss-annotations, and problems in the automated pre-
diction of transmembrane spans. (6) A cluster of 56 6TM modules corresponds to quorum-sensing
receptors of the CqsS type.
The cluster of the eukaryotic TM1 domain (from cluster 5) was connected to the clusters of the
bacterial type IIIa (4) and type IIIb (3) by a large number of pairwise matches, typically covering all
six transmembrane spans. In contrast, the CqsS cluster had significantly fewer and only local
matches, aligning quorum-sensing sequences specifically to transmembrane spans 1 and 2 of individ-
ual eukaryotic AC TM1 sequences (all from the bony fish Osteichtyes), and to TM 3, 4 and 5 of the
bacterial type IIIa ACs, each at approximately 20–25% identity. Notably, the average sequence iden-
tity within the clusters themselves is approximately 40%. Thus, currently we can only speculate
whether the observed similarities indicate remote homology at the limit of recognition or conver-
gence due to identical structural and functional constraints.
Visual inspection of sequence properties of single TMs indicated a remarkable shortness of a-heli-
ces and respective interconnecting loops already apparent in the 2D presentations (Figure 1). Nota-
bly, the loops are by far shorter than those of comparable sensory proteins, such as mammalian
GPCRs with seven TMs, bacterial chemotaxis receptors, His-kinases and ACs with 2 TMs or 4 TMs
such as the chase domain (cyclase/histidine kinases associated sensory extracellular). To support this
notion we investigated the length parameters of the transmembrane segments and loops of AC and
CqsS anchor types which were used in the cluster analysis, and compared them to 250 orthologues
of cytochrome b561 (Figure 7B and Figure 7—figure supplement 1). The latter protein was
selected because a high-resolution structure is available, i.e. they form a 2x6TM homodimer of short
TM spans and loops analogous to those from Rv1625c and CqsS (Lu et al., 2014). The lengths of
the six TM segments and of the five loops were well conserved between orthologues of the same
anchor type and highly similar between anchors of the bacterial AC classes IIIa and IIIb, eukaryotic
TM1, and, most surprisingly, CqsS-like QS-receptors (Figure 7B). On the other hand, the eukaryotic
TM2 anchors, those of the ferredoxin-associated class IIIb, and anchors coupled to a cytosolic
HAMP-domain (class IIIb ACs in cluster 2) had one or even several elongated loops or a-helices (Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 7—figure supplement 1).
The short helices of around 20 residues in this 6TM module design must cross the 30 A˚ thick lipid
bilayer almost orthogonally and the short connecting loops restrict the number of positional permu-
tations foreshadowing a compact packing. Therefore, the structures of transmembrane domains of
eukaryotic AC TM1, the bacterial class IIIa ACs such as Rv1625c, and QS-receptors of the CqsS type
can be reasoned to possess overall structural similarities with that of cytochrome b561.
Discussion
In 1989 the analysis of the first aa sequence of a mammalian AC suggested that the two membrane
anchors, each consisting of six transmembrane segments, might carry a transporter or channel func-
tion (Krupinski et al., 1989). Since then, our knowledge concerning the membrane anchors has not
advanced; to date no function for approximately 40% of a class IIIa AC protein sequence has been
identified which goes beyond a mere membrane fixation. After 26 years we demonstrate for the first
time that a canonical class IIIa AC with a 6TM membrane anchor is directly regulated by a membrane
receptor of an identical design, yet with a known ligand, the QS-receptor from V. harveyi.
Our data raise novel questions concerning the evolution of the regulation of class III ACs with
6TM membrane-anchoring modules. In absence of bacterial G-proteins bacterial class III ACs proba-
bly will turn out to be directly regulated via their prominent membrane anchors with the above men-
tioned R. palustris AC as an emerging example. In fact the membrane anchors of the class IIIa
bacterial ACs are highly diverged whereas the catalytic domains are conserved (Figure 7 and Fig-
ure 7—figure supplement 2). This suggests that in bacteria the TM domains have evolved indepen-
dently and very rapidly relative to the catalytic domains. This is in agreement with the general
observation that mutations in upstream regulatory domains mostly are neutral and over time a vari-
ety of ligand specificities have evolved by chance mutations. At the same time even slightly detri-
mental mutations in downstream effector domains are not tolerated, thus resulting in sequence and
functional conservation (Schultz and Natarajan, 2013). In such an evolutionary scenario the
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mechanisms of signal transduction per se remain intact and allow revealing combinatorial diversity
as demonstrated here (Schultz et al., 2015).
In contrast, in vertebrates the membrane-delimited ACs are regulated indirectly by GPCR activa-
tion which intracellularly results in release of Ga proteins. Is this the result of a loss of direct ligand
regulation during evolution while indirect GPCR regulation evolved or has ligand regulation of mam-
malian ACs been missed so far? Because the AC membrane bundles of vertebrates are highly con-
served in an isoform-specific manner from the coelacanth to man (Figure 7 and Figure 7—figure
supplement 3 as an example of mammalian AC_I and AC_II subtypes) one can reasonably assume
that they have an indispensable physiological function. This could be a particular compartmentalized
membrane localization e.g. described in (Crossthwaite et al., 2005) or, in our view more likely and
in accordance with our findings an as yet hidden receptor function, as a direct ligand-binding mod-
ule or in conjunction with an accessory membrane protein that operates as the true sensor. The sec-
ond alternative would suggest that in vertebrates regulation of intracellular cAMP concentrations is
subject to an interaction between direct, ligand-mediated and indirect GPCR-Gsa-regulated effects.
A lasting receptor occupation by a ligand during different physiological states might well set the
responsiveness of mammalian AC isoforms to a transient GPCR-Gsa activation. This would allow that
lasting and transient physiological conditions converge via direct and indirect regulation in a central
second messenger system, a situation absent in bacteria. This concept poses the questions whether
in vertebrates suitable extracellular signals exist and whether the molecular provisions for a direct
signal transduction through the 9 AC isoforms have been evolutionarily conserved. We are currently
exploring these questions.
Recently we demonstrated that we could functionally replace the bacterial AC 6TM anchors by
the E. coli chemotaxis receptors for serine or aspartate (Kanchan et al., 2010; Schultz et al., 2015;
Winkler et al., 2012). By analogy, the results supported the hypothesis of a receptor function for
the AC membrane anchors. A less plausible interpretation would have been that the functional cou-
pling might just be a manifestation of the modular composition of signaling proteins. The compati-
bility may only have required that a satisfactory domain order is maintained in such chimeras without
invoking a functional relatedness. The data reported here add an entirely novel dimension to the
working hypothesis that AC membrane anchors in bacterial homodimeric as well as in mammalian
pseudoheterodimeric ACs function as ligand receptors. The 2D models of the membrane anchors of
Rv1625c and CqsS are similar (see Figure 1). This should allow an almost isosteric replacement.
Competent QS-receptor and cyclase chimeras were dependent on the point of linkage indicating
that the connecting sites had been evolutionarily predesigned, were conserved and fully operational
for signal transduction between functionally differing proteins (Schultz and Natarajan, 2013). Implic-
itly this supports the prediction that the 6TM anchors of such ACs have a receptor function for which
stimuli have yet to be identified. Because the ligands for CqsS and LqsS are known, the direct regu-
lation of AC activity then is no real surprise. Admittedly, based alone on the biochemical data one
might again take pains to argue that the exchangeability of 6TM-anchors just extends the range of
signaling modules which can structurally and possibly functionally replace each other. This alternative
interpretation is rather implausible in our view. First mixing and matching TM domains of eukaryotic
AC is impossible without loss of activity (Seebacher et al., 2001). Second, the cluster analysis visual-
izes similarities between individual pairs of CqsS receptor type modules and membrane anchors
from class IIIa ACs. Thus it supports the hypothesis that the membrane anchors of class III ACs, bac-
terial and mammalian alike have a function beyond membrane fixation. In this context cluster
(1), which is unrelated to all other clusters, is particularly interesting. It demonstrates that compara-
ble transmembrane architectures can result in significantly different sequence patterns notwithstand-
ing the similar amino acid composition commonly shared by all membrane domains. Currently, it is
impossible to speculate about or even predict the nature of ligands for the 6TM AC modules exam-
ined here. One might expect, however, that they will be closely associated with the intra-membrane
space as extra-membranous loops for ligand-binding are noticeably absent in this type of 6TM
bundles.
Materials and methods
An E.coli culture containing the protein CqsS of V. harveyi was obtained from K. Jung and LqsS from
H. Hilbi, LMU, Munich (Germany). M. tuberculosis AC Rv1625c and point mutants D300A and R376A
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were available in the laboratory (Guo et al., 2001). Radiochemicals were from Hartmann Analytik
(Braunschweig, Germany) and Perkin Elmer (Rodgau, Germany). Enzymes were from either New Eng-
land Biolabs or Roche Diagnostics. Other chemicals were from Sigma, Roche Diagnostics, Merck and
Roth. CAI-1, LAI-1 and 3,4-tridecanediol were synthesized in-house according to (Bolitho et al.,
2011; Ng et al., 2010). Concentration-response curves were usually limited to maximally 10 mM as
the ligands have surfactant properties and assays with higher concentrations tended to give inconsis-
tent results.
Plasmid construction
In CqsS-Rv1625c chimeras the following CqsS receptor length variants were probed in different com-
binations: F168; V172; K177; A181; S183; G185; G187; I188; H190; P195;L196. For AC Rv1625c cata-
lytic domains the tested length variants were: A201, L202, R203 and R218. Standard molecular
biology methods were used for DNA manipulations (primer sequences are in Supplementary file 1).
DNA fragments and vectors were restricted at their 5´BamHI or EcoRI and 3´HindIII sites and inserted
into pQE80L (D XhoI; D NcoI). When appropriate, silent restriction sites were introduced. All con-
structs carried an N-terminal His6-tag for detection in Western blots. In the pETDuet-3 vector the
first MCS was been replaced by that of pQE30 introducing an N-terminal His6-tag. The second MCS
in pETDuet-3 carried a C-terminal S-tag for Western blotting. The fidelity of all constructs was con-
firmed by double-stranded DNA sequencing.
Protein expression
Constructs were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3). Strains were grown overnight in LB medium
(20g LB broth/l) at 37˚C containing 100 mg/ml ampicillin. 200 ml LB medium (with antibiotic) was
inoculated with 5 ml of a preculture and grown at 37˚C. At an A600 of 0.3, the temperature was low-
ered to 22˚C and the expression was started with 500 mM isopropyl thio-b-D-galactoside (IPTG) for
2.5–5 hrs. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed once with 50 mM Tris/HCl, 1mM EDTA,
pH 8 and stored at -80˚C. For preparation of cell membranes cells were suspended in lysis buffer
(50 mM Tris/HCl, 2 mM 3-thioglycerol, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8) containing complete protease inhibitor
cocktail (Roche Molecular, Mannheim, Germany) and disintegrated by a French press (1100 p.s.i.).
After removal of cell debris (4.300 x g, 30min, 4˚C) membranes were collected at 100000 x g (1h at
4˚C). Membranes were suspended in buffer (40 mM Tris/HCl, pH8, 1.6 mM 3-thioglycerol, 20% glyc-
erol) and assayed for AC activity. A more detailed description of protein expression and membrane
preparation is available as described in detail at Bio-protocol (Beltz and Schultz, 2016).
Adenylate cyclase assay
Adenylyl cyclase activity was determined for 10 min in 100 ml at 37˚C (Salomon et al., 1974). The
reactions contained 5 mg protein, 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 22% glycerol, 3 mM MnCl2, 6 mM creatine
phosphate and 230 mg creatine kinase, 75 mM [a-32P]-ATP, and 2 mM [2,8-3H]-cAMP to monitor yield
during cAMP purification. Substrate conversion was kept below 10%.
Western blot analysis
The integrity of expressed recombinant membrane proteins was probed by Western blotting. Sam-
ple buffer was added to the membrane fractions and applied to SDS-PAGE (12 or 15%), in which
proteins were separated according to size. For Western blot analysis, proteins were blotted onto
PVPF membrane and examined with an RGS-His4-antibody (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany ) or S-tag anti-
body (Novagen R&D systems, Darmstadt, Germany) and a 1:2500 dilution of the fluorophore conju-
gated secondary antibody Cy3 (ECL Plex goat-a-mouse IgG-Cy3, GE Healthcare, Freiburg,
Germany). Detection was carried out with the Ettan DIGE Imager (GE Healthcare). In general, prote-
olysis of expressed proteins was not observed.
Bioinformatics
Dataset
Sequences were taken from the Uniprot Reference Proteomes databank (release 2015_04). AC
anchor sequences were identified by their conserved catalytic domain in a HMMer3 search (E-value
cutoff 1E-5; (Eddy, 2011) with EBI SMART’s cycc family alignment (Schultz et al., 1998). To extract
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putative membrane domains, all segments N-terminal of cycc hits, up to the protein N-terminus or
another cycc domain, were extracted. HAMP domains, if present, were located using HMMer3 and
the HAMP EBI SMART family alignment and then removed. The extracted sequences were clustered
to 30% sequence identity using kClust (Hauser et al., 2013). Then, the clusters were aligned individ-
ually and their TM spans were predicted by Polyphobius (Kall et al., 2005) and manual inspection.
6TM clusters were merged and used for further analyses. CqsS and cytochrome b561 homologs
were identified in HMMer3 jackhmmer searches, using the V. cholerae CqsS and A. thaliana Cy561
anchors (Uniprot identifiers Q9KM66 and Q9SWS1) as queries.
Cluster analysis
For every sequence in the 6TM AC anchor data set we searched the Uniprot database, clustered at
20% sequence identity (Uniprot20, June 2015, available at http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de), with
HHblits (p-value cutoff 1E-3, minimum coverage 50%, two iterations; (Remmert et al., 2012). The
resulting sequence alignments were used to create profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) that
included Polyphobius TM predictions instead of secondary structure annotation. The same proce-
dure was applied to CqsS anchor homologs. The clustering was performed using the CLANS soft-
ware (Frickey and Lupas, 2004), based on pairwise HMM-HMM comparisons (Soding, 2005).
Helix/loop length analysis
The helix and loop lengths were measured using the sequences taken from the respective clusters of
the CLANS analysis and cytochrome b561 homologs. Predicted transmembrane spans were based
on manually refined Polyphobius predictions.
Statistical analysis
All experiments were repeated at least thrice. Data are presented as means ± S.E.M. when applica-
ble. Student’s t test was used.
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Supplement to Beltz, S., Bassler, J., Schultz, J.E. (2016) eLIFE 5
Fig. 7 supplement 1: Length comparisons of α-helices and loops of 6TM modules from adenylate 
cyclases and quorum sensors. Data are means ± S.E.M. of the sequence groups of all clusters shown in 
Figure 7A as indicated below. The color-coding used in Figure 7A has been conserved. The designations ‘in’ 
and ‘out’ indicate intra- and extracellular loops.
Fig. 7 supplement 2: The 12 sequences used for the alignment were from Agrobacterium 
albertimagni,WP_006725538; Arthrospira maxima, B5VUZ0; Arthrospira platensis, 
D5A5G2; Beggiatoa, A7BXS6; Dechloromonas, Q47AI8; Hyphomicrobium, C6QBG1; Lyngbya, 
A0YQ82; Mesorhizobium, LSHC420B00; Microcoleus sp., PCC_7113; Oscillatoria acuminata, 
PCC_6304; Nostoc, YP_001866931; Mycobacterium tuberculosis, ALB18789 (Rv1625c). The alignment 
was made by ClustalW and adjusted and converted into a ‚bargraph ‘style alignment in Genedoc. Black lines 
reflect sequence identity, shades of grey different degrees of similarity, and white patches denote sequence 
diversity. Note the striking dissimilarity of the TM domains and the conservative nature of the catalytic 
domains.
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Adenylate cyclases (ACs) are signaling proteins that produce the second
messenger cAMP. Class III ACs comprise four groups (class IIIa–d) of
which class IIIa and IIIb ACs have been identified in bacteria and eukary-
otes. Many class IIIa ACs are anchored to membranes via hexahelical
domains. In eukaryotic ACs, membrane anchors are well conserved, sug-
gesting that this region possesses important functional characteristics that
are as yet unknown. To address this question, we replaced the hexahelical
membrane anchor of the mycobacterial AC Rv1625c with the hexahelical
quorum-sensing receptor from Legionella, LqsS. Using this chimera, we
identified a novel 19-amino-acid cyclase transducer element (CTE) located
N-terminally to the catalytic domain that links receptor stimulation to
effector activation. Coupling of the receptor to the AC was possible at sev-
eral positions distal to the membrane exit, resulting in stimulatory or inhi-
bitory responses to the ligand Legionella autoinducer-1. In contrast, on the
AC effector side functional coupling was only successful when starting with
the CTE. Bioinformatics approaches established that distinct CTEs are
widely present in class IIIa and IIIb ACs and in vertebrate guanylate
cyclases. The data suggest that membrane-delimited receiver domains trans-
duce regulatory signals to the downstream catalytic domains in an engi-
neered AC model system. This may suggest a previously unknown
mechanism for cellular cAMP regulation.
Introduction
Class III adenylate cyclases (ACs) are signaling pro-
teins that produce the second messenger cAMP [1].
They are subcategorized into four groups, denoted
class IIIa–d. Classes IIIa and IIIb are found in bacte-
ria and eukaryotes, whereas classes IIIc and IIId are
present in bacteria only [2]. Vertebrate genomes
encode 10 AC isoforms, nine of which belong to class
IIIa and are characterized by two different hexahelical
transmembrane domains (6TM) and two
complementary catalytic domains [3]. The pseudo-het-
erodimeric vertebrate ACs have monomeric bacterial
homologs that require homodimerization for activity,
such as the mycobacterial class IIIa AC Rv1625c, a
prototype of the mammalian congeners [4]. The mem-
brane anchors of such ACs comprise approximately
40% of the total protein. One feature of note is that
they lack significant extramembranous loops connect-
ing individual transmembrane spans [5]. Recently,
Abbreviations
AC, adenylate cyclase; CAI-1, cholera autoinducer-1; CTE, cyclase transducer element; DHp, dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer
domain; GC, guanylate cyclase; LAI-1, Legionella autoinducer-1; QS, quorum-sensing.
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membrane receptors with known ligands have been
described that possess 6TM bundles with minimal-
length a-helices and short connecting loops [6–8]. They
are essentially identical in layout to the membrane
anchors of 6TM ACs [3,4,9,10]. This receptor type is
represented by bacterial quorum-sensing (QS) recep-
tors present in Vibrio, Legionella, Burkholderia and
other eubacteria [6,8,11,12]. The ligands for the QS
receptors from Vibrio, CqsS, and Legionella, LqsS,
have been identified as aliphatic hydroxy-keto lipids
[8,11,12]. In the absence of sizeable extramembranous
loops it is most likely that this type of ligand binds
into the membrane space of the receptor protein.
Recently, we replaced the hexahelical membrane
anchor of the Rv1625c AC by the QS receptor from Vib-
rio and demonstrated that the receptor conferred direct
regulation by the extracellular ligand cholera autoin-
ducer-1 (CAI-1) [5]. Short of the identification of a
ligand for a membrane anchor of class IIIa ACs, this is
a proof of principle for a receptor function of the 6TM
AC anchors [5]. This assertion requires that the mecha-
nism of intramolecular signal transduction from recep-
tor to cytosolic effector in class IIIa ACs shares
similarities with that in LqsS and CqsS histidine kinases
[5,13].
So far, in membrane-delimited class IIIa ACs,
cytosolic sequence elements that are potentially
involved in signal transduction are unknown. Such ele-
ments should be located within the 60–80 residues that
bridge the distance between the membrane exit and the
start of the catalytic domain. Generating a chimera
between the QS receptor from Legionella pneumophila
and the Rv1625c AC, we asked: What are the
sequence requirements for a functional coupling? Here
we identify and characterize a conserved segment of 19
amino acids, the cyclase transducer element (CTE),
which is indispensable for signal transduction and
which had escaped detection in the past. Bioinformatic
analyses demonstrate that CTEs are present in class
IIIa and IIIb ACs, and also in ligand-regulated guany-
late cyclases (GCs) from vertebrates.
Results
Connecting the QS receptor LqsS to Arg218 of
the Rv1625c AC
Recently, we have demonstrated that CqsS, the QS
receptor from Vibrio, can replace the 6TM membrane
anchor of the Rv1625c AC [5]. AC activity in such a
CqsS–Rv1625c chimera is directly stimulated 190% by
1 lM of the ligand CAI-1 ((S)-3-hydroxy-tridecan-4-
one; [5]). Here, we replaced the 6TM bundle of
Rv1625c AC with the QS receptor from Legionella,
LqsS, and initially used the equivalent sequence posi-
tions in LqsS (Met191) and in Rv1625c (Arg218) for
linking (Fig. 1). AC activity was stimulated in the chi-
mera by the Legionella autoinducer-1 (LAI-1; (S)-3-
hydroxy-pentadecan-4-one). However, its maximal
stimulation did not exceed 120%. Half-maximal acti-
vation (EC50) was graphically estimated to be 48 nM
LAI-1 (Fig. 1). The rather weak, albeit statistically sig-
nificant stimulation might have indicated that Rv1625c
partners with LqsS less efficiently than with the CqsS
receptor from Vibrio, or that the point of connection
between LqsS and Rv1625c was suboptimal for
intramolecular signal transduction.
Therefore, LqsS was joined with Rv1625c at 11 differ-
ent positions distal to the predicted cytosolic exit of
transmembrane helix 6 at Tyr178 while the point of con-
nection to the cyclase, Arg218, remained unchanged.
The results were unexpected (Fig. 2A). Basal activities
ranged from 15 to 64 nmol cAMPmg1min1, compa-
rable to the activity of the unabridged membrane-
Fig. 1. Stimulation of the chimera LqsS–Rv1625c by the QS ligand
LAI-1. The scheme for the chimeric construct is shown at the top,
sequence information of the critical junction point at the bottom,
with respective numbering for LqsS and Rv1625c. The basal
activity (100%) was 26.4 nmol cAMPmg1min1. The EC50
concentration was estimated to be 48 nM. †P < 0.001. For clarity
further significances are omitted. The catalytic domain of
Rv1625cR218-V443 (14.3 nmol cAMPmg1min1) was not affected
by 10 lM LAI-1 (open squares). The inset shows the western blot
of the protein. Results are presented as means  SEM (n ≥ 5). At
the right is the structure of the ligand.
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anchored Rv1625c AC [4]. Levels of protein expression
were equivalent for these constructs, as analyzed by
western blotting (data not shown). The chimera linked
at Tyr178, i.e. directly at the presumed C terminus of
TM6, was only modestly active (4.9 nmol cAMPmg1
min1). However, with almost 70% inhibition, it was
significantly affected by LAI-1 (estimated IC50 = 65 nM;
Fig. 2A). Inhibition of chimeras was also observed in
three other constructs conjoined four, six and eight
amino acids distal to the membrane exit of LqsS, respec-
tively (at Met182, Gln184 and Gln186; Fig. 2A). Nota-
bly, in the latter chimeras, basal AC activities were
considerably higher. This may indicate that formation
of a productive AC dimer was facilitated with greater
distance from the predicted membrane exit. Significant
stimulation was observed at connection positions more
distal to the membrane exit, such as Gln185, Lys187,
Met191 and Ala192 (Fig. 2A). Maximal stimulation of
190% was achieved in the LqsSM1-K187–Rv1625cR218-
V443 chimera (Fig. 2B). The estimated EC50 was 48 nM
LAI-1.
Taken together, mostly inhibitory responses were
observed when the point of connection was within
eight residues of the membrane exit, whereas stimula-
tory responses prevailed with longer linker sequences
(Fig. 2). The estimated ligand concentrations required
for half-maximal responses were in the same order of
magnitude for all constructs (respective concentration–
response curves not shown). This indicated that the
modifications did not significantly affect receptor–
ligand interactions. Lys187 in LqsS was used as the
point of connection in subsequent constructs.
Connecting the AC Rv1625c to Lys187 of the QS
receptor LqsS
Next, we analyzed the connecting point on the side of
the Rv1625c AC. Inspection of the linker sequences
between membrane domains and catalytic domains of
type IIIa ACs indicated a conserved segment charac-
terized by an invariant central proline. Its likely C ter-
minus was evident from a distinct drop of sequence
conservation. The N terminus could not be identified
as clearly (Fig. 3). Earlier experiments had successfully
used Arg218 of Rv1625c as the fusion point for chi-
meras between the AC and CqsS [5]. Similarly, the
Fig. 2. The sign of the output signal depends on the point of connection of the LqsS-receptor to the Rv1625c AC. (A) Left, basal AC
activities of chimeras with different connection points of LqsS and respective EC50/IC50 values graphically derived from corresponding
concentration–response curves that were carried out for each particular point of connection using at least five different LAI-1 concentrations
from 1 to 1000 nM. Right, response of the 11 chimeras to 1 lM LAI-1. Residues 179–181 and 190 (grey typeset) were not tested. (B) LAI-1
concentration–response curve for the LqsS construct connected to Rv1625c via Lys187. Data are normalized to the basal activity given in
(A). The inset show a western blot (1 lg per lane) of the expressed protein indicating absence of proteolysis. Results are presented as
means  SEM (n ≥ 3). Significances: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; †P < 0.001 compared with respective basal activities. To avoid cluttering the
figure, not all significant points are marked.
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corresponding position in the class IIIa AC CyaG
from Arthrospira platensis (Arg456) was successfully
fused to the 2TM chemotaxis receptor Tsr from
Escherichia coli, resulting in a serine-sensitive AC chi-
mera [14]. We tested LqsS-Lys187–Rv1625c constructs
connected at up to four additional amino acids prior
to Arg218 (residues 214–217 in Fig. 4). The resulting
chimeras had high basal activities, but were unrespon-
sive to LAI-1 (Fig. 4). Connection via Arg218 resulted
in a 75% drop of basal activity, but highly significant
stimulation by LAI-1 (Figs 2 and 4). The importance
of Arg218 in Rv1625c seemed contrary to the high
sequence variability at this position in homologs
(Fig. 3). To clarify its functional role, we generated
three point mutants, replacing the positively charged
Arg218 with a hydrophobic (R218L), a polar (R218Q),
or an acidic (R218D) residue. In all instances, the
stimulation of the chimeric protein and ligand potency
were comparable to the Arg218 parent construct
(190% stimulation), i.e. 210% for R218L, 241% for
R218Q and 206% stimulation for R218D. This indi-
cated that stimulation was dependent on the length of
this segment rather than on the physical properties of
this particular amino acid.
Stepwise deletion of Arg218 and six downstream resi-
dues (Ser219 to Ala224) resulted in a progressive loss of
AC activity and regulation (Fig. 4). The outright dele-
tion of 19 residues downstream of Arg218 in Rv1625c,
up to Lys236, resulted in low basal AC activity (Lys236
in Fig. 4; 170 pmol cAMPmg1min1) and a loss of
regulation. This indicated that residues Arg218 to
Lys236 have an essential function in the regulation of
Rv1625c AC activity. We termed this region the CTE
for its putative role in intramolecular signal
transduction.
Bioinformatic characterization of a universal
cyclase transducer element
Asking whether the CTE is in fact a novel signaling
element, rather than a constitutive component of the
cyclase fold, we comprehensively analyzed its presence
in sequences of nucleotide cyclases by bioinformatics.
We found it N-terminal to catalytic domains of class
IIIa and IIIb ACs, including the membrane-bound and
soluble isoforms of vertebrates (Fig. 3). CTEs were
absent in class IIIc and IIId ACs. CTEs were also pre-
sent in the ligand-regulated eukaryotic GCs, which are
closely related to class IIIa ACs, but not in diguany-
late cyclases, which form an outgroup to class III
ACs. Crystal structures of CTEs exist from a GC from
rat, where it was solved together with the upstream
signaling helix [S-helix; Protein Data Bank (pdb) :
3hls], and of the class IIIb soluble AC from human
(hAC10), where both CTEs of the pseudo-heterodimer
were solved together with the catalytic domains (pdb:
4clf; [15,16]). We conclude that the CTE is a distinct
element, which likely evolved in the common ancestor
of modern class IIIa and IIIb cyclases.
We noted that the CTE sequences are to some
extent divergent (Fig. 3). The invariant proline, which
had originally caught our attention, is conserved only
in CTEs of class IIIa ACs. In the class IIIb AC10
from vertebrates, this proline is conserved in CTEs of
the first catalytic (C1) domain, whereas it is absent in
CTEs of the C2 domain. It is also absent in CTEs of
the homodimeric bacterial class IIIb ACs. Secondary
structure predictions, however, are highly similar for
all CTEs, irrespective of the presence of this proline
residue. This is in agreement with the aforementioned
crystal structures, which superimpose to less than
1.5 A root mean square deviation, even though the
C-terminal CTE of the hAC10 is divergent and lacks
the central proline. In pseudo-heterodimeric ACs from
vertebrates, CTEs of C1 catalytic domains contain an
invariant serine three residues upstream of the central
proline, whereas this position is occupied by an invari-
ant asparagine in C2 CTEs (Fig. 3). CTE sequences
from bacterial ACs and eukaryotic GCs are intermedi-
ate, having either serine or asparagine, and probably
reflect the ancestral state.
Prompted by this speciation we conducted a cluster
analysis of CTEs from class IIIa ACs. The sequences
separated, as expected, into three groups along their
association with bacterial ACs, vertebrate C1 or verte-
brate C2 domain (Fig. 5). The vertebrate groups were
further subdivided according to their origin from the
nine membrane-delimited isoforms, due to minor, yet
conserved differences between their sequences, closely
mirroring a cluster map of the catalytic domains (data
not shown). This implies that CTEs must have coe-
volved together with their respective catalytic domains
and membrane anchors because the isoform designa-
tions were originally based on sequence variations in
the transmembrane domains [1,2].
Exchange of transducer elements between
adenylate cyclase isoforms
The close coevolution of CTEs with their cognate cat-
alytic domains prompted us to ask whether, in the
homodimeric LqsS–Rv1625c chimera, the CTE might
be functionally replaceable by either of the two CTEs
of the mammalian AC5 isoform (Fig. 6). In all cases,
introducing an AC5 CTE into the LqsS–Rv1625c chi-
mera resulted in a dramatic drop in basal AC activity
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(Fig. 6A). This emphasized the close relationship
between catalytic domains and their cognate CTEs.
Nevertheless, we noted that the CTE from AC5-C1
passed the LAI-1 signal to the catalytic domains, both
as a homodimer and as an engineered heterodimer in
conjunction with the Rv1625c CTE, resulting in
significant stimulation. All constructs in which the
CTE from AC5-C2 was involved were barely or not at
all responsive to LAI-1 (Fig. 6A). We propose that
CTEs are critically involved in controlling the forma-
tion of an active AC complex between the catalytically
inactive monomers. To explore whether this depended
Fig. 3. Sequence diversity of the CTE. The sequence logos are grouped according to classification, phylogeny and origin of the catalytic
subunit. Bacterial ACs are labeled with ‘Bact’, vertebrate ACs with ‘Vert’. For vertebrate pseudoheterodimers, C1 and C2 denote the
catalytic domains to which the CTE is coupled. Vertebrate class IIIb ACs represent exclusively the soluble AC10 isoform. Note that all
subgroups show specific sequence features, most prominently the presence or absence of a central invariant proline. Asterisks denote
groups with a solved crystal structure. The following numbers of sequences were used in preparation of the logos: IIIa bacterial: 314; IIIa
vertebrate C1: 469; IIIa vertebrate C2: 482; IIIa GCs: 624; IIIb vertebrate C1: 38; IIIb vertebrate C2: 51; IIIb bacterial: 1008. The data set is
available at Figshare.
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on the presence of the membrane domains, we
employed a soluble Rv1625c construct, linked by an
established tetradecapeptide used previously for this
purpose [4,17]. In these soluble constructs, the catalytic
domains are mutated such that hetero-association is
required for activity [4]. The affinity-purified Rv1625c
AC204–443 heterodimer had high AC activity
(380 nmol cAMPmg1min1; Fig. 6B). Replacement
of the Rv1625c CTE by the human AC5 CTEs
reduced AC activity by 80–95% compared with the
parent construct (Fig. 6B). This implies that even with-
out membrane attachment, formation of an active cat-
alyst apparently required a delicate CTE interaction.
In the context of the Rv1625c catalytic domains, the
conditions for a seamless interaction of the two AC5
CTEs are missing, and the formation of the Rv1625c
catalytic homodimer was impaired. This finding may
be relevant concerning the enormous difficulties in the
past to obtain soluble active AC dimers from a single
AC isoform. Mostly, dimers composed of C1 and C2
domains from different vertebrate AC isoforms were
used for enzymatic assays and for crystallization [17–
22]. As a role for the CTEs was not appreciated at the
time they were generally not included in these con-
structs.
In this context it is further notable that functional
coupling of LqsS to the Rv1625c AC via the Rv1625c
CTE was partly possible although the His-kinase from
which the LqsS receptor domain was derived has no
CTEs. To us, this suggested that CTEs operate as
cyclase-specific signal transducers, which convert incom-
ing signals into conformational motions that regulate
the dimerization of the catalytic domains (see below).
Interaction of the cyclase transducer element
with the S-helix
With the CTE as an independent transducer element it
should be possible to connect it functionally to other
independent signal transducing domains. The S-helix is
a conserved coiled-coil domain of up to 50 residues,
found between receiver and output domains in diverse
sensory proteins, including histidine kinases and
nucleotide cyclases [23,24]. In the retinal GC an S-helix
is located directly in front of the CTE [15]. In a con-
struct connecting the receiver domain of the E. coli
serine receptor Tsr via a HAMP domain, a CTE and
an S-helix to the catalytic domain of the AC CyaG
from A. platensis, robust regulation by serine was
observed, i.e. all participants interacted productively
[14,25]. Removal of the S-helix inverted the sign of the
output signal [14].
To investigate whether the CTE of Rv1625c would
functionally interact with a heterologous S-helix, we
incorporated the 25-amino-acid-long S-helix of CyaG into
the LqsS–Rv1625c chimera (Fig. 7). These ‘triple’ chi-
meras, consisting of the LqsS receptor, the S-helix from
CyaG and the CTE and cyclase domain of Rv1625c, were
well expressed in E. coli (see western blots in Fig. 7). In
the protein with the S-helix in front of the CTE, the sign
of the receptor stimulation was inverted compared with
the parent construct, i.e. LAI-1 inhibited AC activity by
almost 50% in a concentration-dependent manner
(Fig. 7). The estimated ligand concentration required for
a half-maximal inhibition (48 nM) was similar to the EC50
for half-maximal stimulation of the parent construct
(21 nM; Fig. 7). This means that the ligand–receptor inter-
actions remained unimpaired by insertion of an additional
transducer element.
As a control, the length of the S-helix was mimicked
by a respective extension of LqsS by 25 residues (LAG-
MAAAAGMIAHELRSPLLGIKSG) in front of the
CTE. This stretch is predicted as helical but shares no
sequence similarity with the S-helix. This led to an
unregulated chimera, which had a basal AC activity of
0.58 nmol cAMPmg1min1 (Fig. 7). As a second
control, the S-helix was inserted posterior to the CTE.
AC activity was considerably diminished in the chimeric
protein, although expression of the chimera was equiva-
lent to the other constructs (see western blots in Fig. 7).
On the basis of the attenuated basal activity LAI-1
Fig. 4. The basal activities (black bars) and the activities at 1 lM
LAI-1 (red bars) are shown for the denoted points of connection of
Rv1625c to Lys187 from LqsS. Only the parent construct LqsSM1-
K187–Rv1625cR218-V443 was significantly stimulated (
†P < 0.001) by
LAI-1. See Table S1 for sequence information. Results are
means  SEM (n ≥ 2).
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stimulated AC activity with an identical potency as the
parent construct (Fig. 7). Taken together, the data
demonstrated that the effect of ligands on the output
domain was dependent on the order of the transducer
elements. Similarly, the data support the notion that the
CTE represents a signal transducer element capable of
functional interaction with other transducer elements.
The interaction appears to be independent of the nature
of the membrane domain [14,25].
A structural model for CTE signal transduction
Next, we wondered how CTEs might mechanistically
transduce the signal. Our considerations were guided
by the conspicuous parallels between the CTE and the
analogous transducer element of histidine kinases, the
dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer domain
(DHp). Both are frequently connected at their N-ter-
mini to signal transduction domains, such as HAMP,
GAF, PAS, or S-helices, from which they receive their
input [23,26,27]. Both elements invariably connect
directly at their C-termini to the catalytic output
domains, whose level of activity they set. In DHp, set-
ting of the output, i.e. phosphatase versus kinase
activity, has been shown to involve transitions between
symmetric and asymmetric conformations [26,28]. We
envisage similarly concerted transitions between nearly
isoenergetic states for the CTE. Given the diversity of
domains capable of conveying signals to both DHp
and CTE, it appears that these efficiently convert dif-
ferent conformational inputs into defined structural
changes that determine the activity of the output
domains. Polar linkers appear to be a key feature in
this process connecting the upstream signaling
domains to the transducer elements [26,28]. In DHp,
mutations in this linker region are known to severely
impair signaling [14]. Accordingly, we note the wide-
spread presence of such linkers N-terminal to the
CTEs of type IIIa and IIIb ACs and GCs. The func-
tional analogies in signaling between CTEs and DHp
provide a rationale for our ability to generate chimeras
between class IIIa ACs and His kinases.
Based on this analogy, we have considered possible
conformational changes of CTEs during signal trans-
duction. The available structures of CTEs show two
helices, separated by a central bend of approximately
45° [15,16]. In the pseudo-heterodimeric CTE of
human AC10 the N-terminal helices form a short
Fig. 5. Cluster map of CTEs. The
sequences of bacterial and vertebrate class
IIIa CTEs (Fig. 3) were analyzed using CLANS
(P-value cutoff 1 9 1010, attraction value
0.05 and repulse value 0.5). Each dot
represents a single sequence. Above-
threshold hits are shown as connecting
lines. Darker line color indicates better
pairwise BLAST hits. The three sectors are
partitioned by broken lines. Cluster labeling
indicates the AC isoform. The segregation
shows that CTEs from vertebrate class IIIa
ACs are highly specific for the C1- and C2-
domain origins as well as the peculiar AC
isoforms. Bacterial sequences display no
distinct clustering pattern. The data set
comprising a total of 1265 AC sequences
that were used for the cluster analysis is
available at Figshare.
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coiled coil, from which the C-terminal helices extend
into opposite directions. Thus, the CTE is directly
compatible with upstream domains that end in a
coiled-coil domain, notably HAMP and the S-helix.
The hydrophobic register of the N-terminal helices
extends with only minor disturbances into the C-terminal
helices, suggesting that the CTE could switch between
bent and straight conformations (Fig. 8). In the future
this might be amenable to experimental testing by
introduction of appropriate mutations.
An analogous structural transition was reported for
the pH-sensing Rv1264 AC from Mycobacterium
tuberculosis [29], which, being a class IIIc AC, lacks a
CTE. In the active state, the segment N-terminal to
the catalytic domain constitutes a partly unwound a-
helix and the catalytic domains are free to self-
Fig. 6. Replacement of the Rv1625c CTE
with those from human AC5-C1 and/or -C2.
(A) Homodimers: note the drop of activity
upon insertion of hAC5 CTEs in LqsS–
Rv1625c AC chimeras. Heterodimers: by
introduction of inactivating, yet
complementing, mutations into Rv1625c
(AC-C1 and AC-C2; [4]) exclusively the
desired heterodimers can form a catalytic
center. White box, LqsS receptor domain
M1-K187; black icons, domains from
Rv1625c AC; blue icons, CTE from AC5-C1;
red icons, CTE from AC5-C2. The respective
CTE sequences are shown at the lower
right. Results are means  SEM (n ≥ 3;
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; †P < 0.001). (B)
Soluble heterodimers of AC Rv1625c with
CTE replacements from human AC5-C1 and
AC5-C2 as controls. Each replacement by a
CTE from AC5 resulted in a statistically
significant (P < 0.001) drop of activity of 80–
95%. Results are means  SEM (n ≥ 6).
Sequence information is available in
Table S1.
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assemble into an active dimer. In the inactive state the
N-terminal segment forms a rigid helix that holds the
inactive monomers apart [29]. Similarly, the CTE
might affect the conformational flexibility needed by
the catalytic domains to assemble the active dimer,
suggesting that the straight conformation of CTE cor-
relates with the inactive state. The pairwise adaptation
required for such conformational switching provides
an attractive explanation for the coevolution of mem-
brane domains, CTEs and catalytic domains (Figs 3
and 5). In this context, the differences between the
CTEs of pseudo-heterodimers are particularly striking,
because they suggest that, in vertebrates, CTEs may
have diverged to enable the decoding of more com-
plex, possibly asymmetric signals.
Discussion
The hexahelical membrane anchors of class IIIa ACs,
in particular of the nine mammalian isoforms, have
remained a sort of biochemical mystery for the past
27 years. At the time of the initial sequencing of a
mammalian AC, a transporter or channel function was
proposed [9]. At present, we know that the membrane
anchors in eukaryotic ACs are conserved in an iso-
form-specific manner from coelacanth to man, sepa-
rated by approximately 400 million years of evolution
[5]. However, a defined role beyond that of a passive
membrane anchor has remained elusive. Most recently,
we have provided evidence for a role as a ligand recep-
tor by biochemical characterization of a chimera
between the QS receptor from Vibrio harveyi, CqsS,
and the Rv1625c AC. A bioinformatic analysis of
shared properties of the membrane domains supported
the proposed receptor function [5]. For a receptor to
transmit an extracellular signal to a cytosolic effector
domain, a suitable molecular signal transducer or con-
verter for a shared AC effector domain is likely to be
required. Such a molecular transducer entity present in
class IIIa and IIIb ACs has been identified and charac-
terized in this study.
Examination of the connecting points between the
LqsS receptor and the AC effector domain identified a
conserved segment of about 19 residues present in class
IIIa and IIIb ACs. It is termed CTE. Probably, a cen-
trally located proline is important for structure and
function. The functional interaction between CTE and
the S-helix bolsters the claim that CTEs are signaling
devices involved in regulation of class IIIa and b ACs.
This function probably is not restricted to membrane-
delimited ACs but may well operate in cytosolic ACs
composed of receiver and effector domains [2,13]. The
sequence differences between CTEs probably are func-
tionally significant (Fig. 6A). This indicates that the
receptor, the CTE and the effector output domain com-
municate in a concerted manner reminiscent of bacterial
signaling through HAMP domains [30,31]. Most likely,
the receptor–CTE–effector trio is tuned to each other
such that the small energetic differences caused by
ligand binding to the sensory domain are scaled to trig-
ger the conformational changes required in the respec-
tive enzymatic output domain. Such mechanisms
provide a high degree of signaling specificity.
On the other hand, one may ask whether the CTEs
could not play a rather passive role in the allosteric
connection with a sensor domain and that the catalytic
Fig. 7. The S-helix interacts with the CTE
and inverts the sign of the signal. Filled
green squares, insertion of the S-helix N-
terminal of CTE; filled black squares, parent
chimera replotted from Fig. 2B for a direct
comparison (estimated EC50 = 21 nM; for
western blot see Fig. 2B). Controls: open
green squares, S-helix C-terminal of CTE
(estimated EC50 = 34 nM); open black
squares, extension of LqsS by 25 residues
to Gly212. Results are means  SEM
(n ≥ 2). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; †P < 0.001.
The design of the constructs is indicated at
the upper left. Western blots of respective
constructs at lower left. See Table S1 for
sequence information.
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domains and CTEs are ‘finely tuned’ to each other for
the purpose of catalysis only, but not allosteric signal
transmission between the ligand-binding receptor and
the catalytic dimer. We consider this a rather remote
possibility because sequence and structural information
indicates essentially identical catalytic mechanisms in
all class III ACs [18,29,32,33]. In addition, it would be
difficult to rationalize the reasons for the high degree
of isoform-specific evolutionary conservation, which is
apparent in CTEs from vertebrate ACs (Fig. 5).
Remarkably, in soluble Rv1625c proteins without
CTE specific activities drop by up to 90% [4] whereas
in soluble mammalian AC-5C1:AC-2C2 heterodimeric
constructs, in which the CTEs are absent, basal AC
activity is low, but synergistically stimulated by forsko-
lin/Gsa (~ 10 lmolmin1mg1; [34]). However, the
failure to functionally combine soluble C1 and C2 cat-
alytic domains from a single vertebrate isoform may
actually suggest a conformational inability to properly
interact in the absence of the respective CTEs. Finally,
the functional interaction between the CTE and the
established S-helix (Fig. 7) strongly implies an intrinsic
signal transducing capacity of CTEs.
In summary, the data provide a stringent argu-
ment that membrane-delimited ACs will turn out to
be primary signal receivers. For the nine membrane-
delimited isoforms of vertebrates, this implies that
next to the well-characterized indirect regulation by
G-proteins, yet unknown direct regulatory signals
impinge on the AC membrane domains. This will
establish an entirely new regulatory pathway of
cAMP biosynthesis. This argument is further sup-
ported by recent reports of two mutations in the
human AC type 5 that cause familial dyskinesia and
facial myokymia. The point mutations are located
between the hexahelical membrane anchors and the
respective CTEs [35–37]. These single point muta-
tions do not affect AC activity in HEK293 cells
transfected with wild-type or respective AC5
mutants, indicating that expression or protein folding
is unimpaired. Along the model proposed here, it
appears plausible that an as yet uncharacterized
mode of AC regulation is dysfunctional in these
mutants. A similarly located mutation is also known
in the human retinal GC, causing autosomal domi-
nant cone–rod dystrophy [38,39].
Fig. 8. Top: CTEs in available crystal
structures. (A) Structure of a CTE from a rat
guanylate cyclase together with the
upstream signaling helix (S-helix) (pdb: 3hls).
(B) Structure of the class IIIb soluble AC
from human (AC10), where both CTEs of
the pseudo-heterodimer were solved
together with the catalytic domains (pdb: 4c
lf) [16]. (C) Superposition of the CTEs in (A)
and (B). The CTEs are structurally highly
similar and superimpose at a root mean
square deviation of less than 1.5 A. Bottom:
a structural model for signal transduction
through CTEs. It is proposed that the CTE
operates as a hinge that can adopt a bent
or a straight conformation. (D) A
computational model of the S-helix-CTE-
cyclase constructs based on the structures
in (A) and (B). The CTEs (highlighted in blue
and orange) are in a bent conformation. (E)
The transition progresses through an
asymmetric state in which one CTE has
adopted a hypothetical straight
conformation while the other remains bent.
(F) Both CTEs adopt the hypothetical
straight conformation. The hydrophobic
residues in the C-terminal helices interact,
thereby extending the coiled-coil formed by
the N-terminal helices.
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Experimental procedures
Materials
A plasmid containing the LqsS His-kinase receptor DNA
(Uniprot entry Q5ZRY7) was a gift from H. Hilbi (LMU,
Munich, Germany). Mycobacterium tuberculosis AC
Rv1625c (Uniprot entry P9WQ35) and mutant clones with
point mutations in catalytic residues were available in the
laboratory [4]. Radiochemicals were from Hartmann Ana-
lytik (Braunschweig, Germany) and Perkin Elmer (Waltham,
MA, USA). All enzymes were purchased from New England
Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA) or Roche Diagnostics (Basel,
Switzerland). Other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA), Roche Diagnostics, Merck (Darmstadt,
Germany) and Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). LAI-1 was syn-
thesized in-house according to [12] and dissolved in DMSO.
Because the ligand has surfactant properties, concentration–
response curves usually were run up to 1 lM LAI-1. The 25-
amino-acid S-helix was from the A. platensis AC CyaG (Uni-
prot entry K1VRL5; A431LENTNRELEQRVLERTAALL-
QEKE455). For the CTE replacements in the Rv1625c AC
(Arg218 to Glu237) the corresponding 20-amino-acid seg-
ments from human AC5-C1 and AC5-C2 were used
(Q427QERLLLSVLPRHVAMEMKA446 and Y1035NRRLL
HNILPKDVAA HFLA1054, respectively; from the Uniprot
entry O95622).
Plasmid construction
Standard molecular biology methods were used for DNA
manipulations (a list of primers is available as Table S2).
DNA fragments and vectors were restricted at their 50-ends
by BamHI or EcoRI and at the 30-ends by HindIII sites
and inserted into pQE80 (DXhoI; DNcoI). When necessary,
silent restriction sites were introduced to facilitate cloning.
Constructs carried an N-terminal MRGS-His6-tag for
detection in western blots. In the pETDuet-3 vector the
first MCS was replaced by that of pQE30, thus introducing
the His6-tag. The second MCS in pETDuet-3 carried a C-
terminal S-tag for western blot detection. The linked het-
erodimers of Rv1625c were fitted with catalytic residues
mutated according to those present in mammalian AC-C1
and AC-C2 domains. The linked dimeric construct was
His6-tag-Rv1625c204–443(N372T, R376H)-TRAAGGPP
AAGGRS-Rv1625c204–443(D256S, D300S, S301T). This lin-
ker has been successfully used in a mammalian and a
mycobacterial class IIIa AC [4,17]. The fidelity of all con-
structs was confirmed by double-stranded DNA sequencing
by GATC (Konstanz, Germany).
Protein expression
Vectors with DNA constructs were transformed into E. coli
BL21(DE3). Strains were grown overnight in LB medium
(20 g LB brothL1) at 30 °C containing 100 lgmL1
ampicillin. A 200 mL volume of LB medium (with antibi-
otic) was inoculated with 5 mL of a preculture and grown
at 37 °C. At an A600 of 0.3 the temperature was lowered to
22 °C and expression was started with 500 lM (pET vec-
tors) or 100 lM isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranosid (pQE
vectors) for 3–4 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation,
washed once with 50 mM Tris/HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8
and stored at 80 °C. For preparation of cell membranes,
cells were suspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl, 2 mM
thioglycerol, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8) and disintegrated with a
French press (1100 p.s.i.). After removal of cell debris
(4300 g, 30 min, 4 °C), membranes were collected at
100 000 g (1 h at 4 °C). Membranes were suspended in
buffer (40 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8, 1.6 mM thioglycerol, 20%
glycerol) and assayed for AC activity. For preparation of
cytosolic proteins cell debris and membranes were removed
(48 000 g, 30 min, 4 °C) and 200 lL Ni-NTA slurry (Qia-
gen, Hilden, Germany) added to the supernatant. After
gentle rocking for 3 h on ice, the resin was poured into a
column and washed (2 mL per wash). Wash buffer A was
50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM
MgCl2, 400 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole; wash buffer B was
50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM
MgCl2, 400 mM NaCl, 15 mM imidazole; and wash buffer
C was 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol,
10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl, 15 mM imidazole. Proteins
were eluted with 0.5–1 mL of buffer C containing 150 mM
imidazole. The eluates were dialyzed overnight against
50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM
MgCl2 and 20% glycerol and assayed for AC activity. Puri-
fied proteins were stored in dialysis buffer at 4 °C.
Adenylate cyclase assay
Adenylate cyclase activity was determined for 10 min in
100 lL at 37 °C. The reactions contained 1.5 lg protein,
50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 22% glycerol, 3 mMMnCl2, 6 mM cre-
atine phosphate and 230 lg creatine kinase, 75 lM [a-32P]
ATP, and 2 mM [2,8-3H]cAMP tomonitor yield during cAMP
purification [4,40]. Substrate conversion was kept below 10%.
Ligand was added in DMSO not exceeding 1 lL solvent per
tube. Respective controls were carried out throughout.
Western blot analysis
The integrity of all expressed proteins was monitored by
western blotting. Sample buffer was added to 1 lg of mem-
brane proteins and applied to SDS/PAGE (12%). Proteins
were blotted onto a poly(vinylidene difluoride) membrane,
incubated with an RGS-His4-antibody (Qiagen) or S-tag
antibody (Novagen R&D Systems, Darmstadt, Germany)
and subsequently with a 1 : 2500 dilution of the fluorophore
conjugated secondary antibody Cy3 (ECL Plex goat-a-mouse
IgG-Cy3; GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). Detection was
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carried out with the Ettan DIGE Imager (GE Healthcare).
Proteolysis of expressed products was not observed.
Bioinformatic methods
Sequence analysis
Sequences were taken from the Uniprot Reference Pro-
teomes databank (release 2015_04). Nucleotide cyclases were
identified in a HMMER 3 search (E-value cutoff 1 9 105; [41]
using EMBL SMART’s CYCc family alignment [42]. We
extracted the sequences of catalytic domains and CTEs, as
segments N-terminal to the former, and analyzed them
respectively using the CLANS software [43]. Sequence Logos
were created using the WEBLOGO 3 server [44] based on the
respective clusters from the cluster analysis. For the analysis
of the taxonomic distribution of CTEs, we searched the
uniprot20 database (version 2016_2; available at
http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de; [45]) with alignments built
from CTE sequences of bacteria, vertebrate C1, and verte-
brate C2 units using the highly sensitive tool HHBLITS [46].
Structure models
Structural models were created using MODELLER (version
9.16; [47]) from crystal structures of Rv1625c (pdb: 4p2f), a
soluble type 10 AC from rat (pdb: 4clf), and the Bst2-
Thetherin Ectodomain (pdb: 2x7a) for the S-helix. The
straight CTE was modelled without a template using struc-
tural constraints for this segment.
Statistical analysis
Data are presented as means  SEM where applicable.
Student’s t test was used for comparisons. Numbers of
experiments are given in the legends of the figures. The esti-
mated EC50/IC50 concentrations were derived from respec-
tive concentration–response curves.
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A B S T R A C T
Class III adenylate cyclases (ACs) are widespread signaling proteins, which translate diverse intracellular and
extracellular stimuli into a uniform intracellular signal. They are typically composed of an N-terminal array of
input domains and transducers, followed C-terminally by a catalytic domain, which, as a dimer, generates the
second messenger cAMP. The input domains, which receive stimuli, and the transducers, which propagate the
signals, are often found in other signaling proteins. The nature of stimuli and the regulatory mechanisms of ACs
have been studied experimentally in only a few cases, and even in these, important questions remain open, such
as whether eukaryotic ACs regulated by G protein-coupled receptors can also receive stimuli through their own
membrane domains. Here we survey the current knowledge on regulation and intramolecular signal propagation
in ACs and draw comparisons to other signaling proteins. We highlight the pivotal role of a recently identiﬁed
cyclase-speciﬁc transducer element located N-terminally of many AC catalytic domains, suggesting an in-
tramolecular signaling capacity.
1. Introduction
Adenosine 3′,5′-monophosphate (cAMP) is a general-purpose sig-
naling molecule present in most branches of life. Intracellular cAMP
levels control diverse cellular functions. In bacteria, cAMP regulates
metabolism by activation of the catabolite activator protein (CAP), also
known as cAMP receptor protein (CRP) [1]. Other cAMP-dependent
responses include phototaxis [2], protein secretion, and virulence [3].
In eukaryotes, cAMP acts mainly as a downstream messenger of G
protein-coupled receptors, which are involved in many sensory and
developmental processes [1,4]. cAMP-producing enzymes were tradi-
tionally termed adenylate cyclases (or, from another chemical point of
view adenylyl cyclases; abbreviated as ACs; see Dessauer et al. [4] for
the history of AC designations), which, despite their common function,
do not all originate from a common ancestor. Rather, ACs are currently
divided into six unrelated classes, ﬁve of which (classes I, II, IV, V, VI)
have not been studied in great detail, mostly because they are limited to
a narrow range of prokaryotic species [5]. Among them, class II ACs
stand out in that they are secreted as toxins by a number of pathogenic
bacteria, such as Bacillus anthracis or Bordetella pertussis, perturbing
cAMP levels in their hosts [6–8]. Novel evidence for the existence of
nucleotide cyclase activity in plants suggest the presence of one or more
additional classes of ACs that await detailed molecular, biochemical
and bioinformatic characterization [9].
Class III, ﬁnally, is the numerically largest, structurally and func-
tionally most diverse, and pharmacologically most relevant; it is also
the only one occurring in animals. The family is deﬁned by its con-
served catalytic domains. It is related to the catalytic GGDEF domain of
bacterial diguanylate cyclases [10]. Their common ancestor may have
evolved from an early nucleotide polymerase (indicated by dotted lines
in Fig. 1; [11,12]). Class III also includes the eukaryotic guanylate cy-
clases (GCs), whose role in regulating cellular processes overlaps little,
if at all, with that of ACs. The existence of bacterial GCs is controversial
[13]. Two cases of GC activity have been reported from Rhodospirillum
[14,15]. However, many ACs show side-activities with other nucleotide
triphosphates, such as the mycobacterial Rv1900c, which shows up to
7% GC side activity [16,17].
Class III ACs require dimerization for activity. Bacterial ACs are
homodimers, which form two catalytic centers at the subunit interface.
Eukaryotic ACs, including all ten human isoforms, are so-called pseu-
doheterodimers, which consist of two complementary catalytic units
joined into a single chain, forming one catalytic center at the subunit
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interface. The catalytic mechanism has been elucidated and conﬁrmed
in biochemical, structural, and computational studies [18–20]. Three
pairs of residues are of particular importance: A pair of aspartate re-
sidues (Me labels in Fig. 2) coordinates a divalent metal cofactor, Mn2+
or Mg2+, which enables a nucleophilic attack of the ribose 3′-hydroxyl
group onto the ATP α-phosphoryl group. The resulting transition state
is stabilized by one arginine and one asparagine side chain (Tr labels in
Fig. 2). The third pair of residues discriminates between ATP and GTP
as substrate (Ad labels in Fig. 2). In ACs, these are typically lysine and
aspartate, whereas eukaryotic GCs frequently have glutamate and cy-
steine, or glutamate and serine in these positions [5].
2. Classiﬁcations of class III ACs
The widespread presence and functional diversity of class III ACs
has led to several attempts at subclassiﬁcation, not least in the interest
of a universal ontology that could help to clarify the role of an in-
dividual AC within its cellular signaling network. The most widely ac-
cepted subclassiﬁcation of class III ACs is based on sequence similarities
between the homologous catalytic domains, resulting in four subclasses,
termed IIIa-IIId ([5]; Figs. 1 and 2). The deepest branch-point separates
IIIa and IIIb on the one hand from IIIc and IIId on the other. Within the
IIIa/b branch, subclasses IIIa and IIIb are each monophyletic, i.e. re-
present single evolutionary lineages with characteristic features; for
example, subclass IIIb ACs show an aspartate-to-threonine substitution
in a substrate-determining position, which is possibly linked to bi-
carbonate sensitivity (Fig. 2; [21]). Subclass IIIa further divides into
several subclades, corresponding to a mostly bacterial branch that
probably represents the ancestral state, two clades for the catalytic
domains in the animal pseudoheterodimers, one that encompasses most
eukaryotic GCs, and several minor clades from diverse protozoans [22].
Fig. 1. The evolutionary relationship between the catalytic domains of class III adenylate
cyclases. Dotted lines represent remote homology to other protein families. Solid lines
represent relations between major subgroups of class III ACs. Within class III ACs, the line
thickness indicates the diversity of domain architectures within a branch. Note that
subclasses IIIc and IIId consist of several groups of equal rank and are thus in the text
collectively referred to as subclass IIIc/d.
Fig. 2. Sequence logos of AC catalytic domains. The logos
were created from 2387 sequences of subclass IIIa (1206
ACs, 1181 GCs), 3746 sequences of subclass IIIb, and 1823
sequences of subclass IIIc/d, clustered to 90% pairwise
identity from the full dataset and plotted using WebLogo
[99]. Note complementary sequences of eukaryotic C1 and
C2 domains. Positions of functional importance are labeled;
Me: residues coordinating the divalent metal cofactors
Mg2+ or Mn2+; Ad: residues conferring substrate speciﬁ-
city. In ACs, these are typically Lys/Asp (Lys/Thr in sub-
class IIIb). Tr: residues stabilizing the transition state; Pγ:
Residue binding the γ-phosphate of the substrate.
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Within the IIIc/d branch, by comparison, several clades separate near
the root, of which IIId is one, the others being collected into subclass
IIIc (Fig. 1; [23]). Presently, these clades have few members and do not
include well-studied proteins, oﬀering little incentive for further sub-
classiﬁcation. In the following, we will therefore use IIIc/d as an um-
brella term for the various minor lineages forming the outgroup to
subclass IIIa and IIIb ACs.
In terms of the full-length proteins, it was noted early on that ACs
have two cellular localizations: as integral proteins of the plasma
membrane and as soluble proteins in the cytosol. Based on the dis-
tribution in mammalian sequences, it was initially proposed that sub-
class IIIa contains only membrane-bound forms and IIIb only soluble
ones. With the increasing availability of AC sequences, it became ap-
parent that transmembrane domains were only one aspect of AC ar-
chitectural diversity [24,25] which in fact did not correlate with the
IIIa-IIIb division in bacteria, where each subclass contains both forms.
Several studies have sought to catalogue the domain diversity of
ACs (e.g. [26,27]) and derive from it information on general principles
of regulation [28,29]. While the observed domain architectures did not
lend themselves to a meaningful classiﬁcation and their overall number
kept growing with the number of sequenced genomes, it was found that
the constituent AC domains could be grouped functionally into: (i)
input domains, which receive direct stimulation (e.g. by the in-
tracellular pH, by the binding of a ligand, by phosphorylation, or by
light); (ii) transducer domains, which propagate signals from upstream
input domains or other transducers; and (iii) the AC catalytic domain,
which generates the second-messenger signal. Much of the observed
architectural diversity can be explained by the modular recombination
of input and transducer domains within this layout, arguably reﬂecting
the physiological role of ACs as converters of a large diversity of stimuli
into a uniform intracellular cAMP signal. As a general rule, input do-
mains and transducers constitute the N-terminal part of the proteins,
with the catalytic domain almost invariably located at the C-terminus.
This closely parallels the arrangement in other families of signaling
proteins, such as histidine kinases and diguanylate cyclases. All these
proteins frequently form a coiled-coil backbone in the dimer, along
which the intramolecular signal is propagated (see e.g. the structures of
the light-activated AC bPAC [30], the chemoreceptor Tsr [31,32], and
the histidine kinases VicK and NarQ [33,34]). Correspondingly, all
input and transducer domains in these proteins are compatible with a
coiled-coil structure, both for receiving and emitting conformational
changes – an observation which readily explains their suitability for
modular recombination into diverse architectures.
3. The phylogenetic distribution of class III ACs
To get an up-to-date view of domain architectures, we extracted
class III ACs from the Uniprot reference proteomes (release 2016_11,
consisting of 4058 genomes from bacteria, 229 from archaea, and 793
from eukaryotes) in an iterative HMMer3 search [35], using the cata-
lytic domain of Rv1625c from Mycobacterium tuberculosis as a query
(Uniprot identiﬁer P9WQ35). Bacterial class III ACs were predicted in
practically all major lineages, although frequently not in every species
thereof. Only eight bacterial clades containing three or more fully se-
quenced species in diﬀerent genera had no AC predicted: Coriobacteria
and Rubrobacteria of the phylum Actinobacteria; Erysipelotrichia,
Tissierellia, and Negativicutes of the Firmicutes phylum; Elusimicrobia;
Synergistia; and Thermodesulfobacteria. Almost two thirds of the pre-
dicted bacterial ACs belong to subclass IIIb (3949 proteins in our da-
taset), followed in decreasing abundance by IIIc/d (1633 proteins, of
which 422 belong to the IIId branch), and IIIa (669 proteins). While
most bacteria encode only one or a few ACs, some species possess many
predicted AC genes, such as M. tuberculosis, which encodes a total of 15
ACs from all subclasses, several of which have been studied experi-
mentally [36,37]. Even more ACs are found in Mycobacterium sp.
1164966.3, with 52 AC genes, or Turneriella parva, with 42 AC genes,
for which, however, so far only bioinformatic evidence exists.
We also observed a small number of class III ACs from archaeal
species, primarily from Thaumarchaeota and Euryarchaeota.
Interestingly, the archaeal ACs group closely together with bacterial
ACs from subclasses IIIb and IIIc/d, and occur in similar domain ar-
chitectures, suggesting that they might have been acquired through
horizontal gene transfer. A more comprehensive statement about ACs in
archaea is at this time not possible, due to the much lower number of
sequenced species compared to bacteria and eukaryotes.
In eukaryotes, class III ACs (including GCs) are almost universally
present, with the noteworthy exception of higher plants. Our dataset
comprises 9690 sequences of class III nucleotide cyclases from 710
eukaryotic species. Approximately 80% thereof belong to subclass IIIa
and 10% to subclasses IIIb and IIIc/d, respectively. Most sequences in
subclasses IIIa and IIIb originate from animals (7153 protein sequences
from 243 species), including vertebrates (3131 sequences from 101
species). Other clades in this group include Alveolates (270 sequences
from 32 species), green algae (169 sequences from 10 species), fungi
(79 sequences from 5 species), and a small number of brown algae and
basal plants. Approximately one third of the eukaryotic subclass IIIa
nucleotide cyclases can be predicted to have GTP substrate-speciﬁcity
(3422 sequences from 259 species). Interestingly, the GCs from ani-
mals, green algae (Chlorophyta), diatoms, and two clades of fungi
(Blastocladiomycota and Chytridiomycota) are encompassed in one
homologous group, but not the ones from Amoebae and deeply
branching protozoans, such as Plasmodium, which could have evolved
their substrate-speciﬁcity independently [38,39]. Subclass IIIc/d, on
the other hand, is absent from animals and found entirely in fungi,
diatoms, and green algae.
As in prokaryotes, the number of ACs and GCs can vary greatly
between eukaryotic species, such as in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and
Naegleria gruberi, which encode more than one hundred class III ACs
each. Contrary to the situation in bacteria, however, eukaryotic ACs
show comparatively low structural diversity and their domain archi-
tectures are frequently conserved throughout major clades; for ex-
ample, in all animals we observe only two architectural types of ACs
and three types of GCs (one of which is restricted to arthropods). Some
of these have undergone an extensive lineage-speciﬁc expansion,
leading to multiple genomic copies of the same type, such as the nine
membrane-bound isoforms of humans (mAC; AC1-9; see Table 1). We
note that these nine isoforms were numbered in the order of their
cloning, without regards for potential similarities which were un-
recognizable at the time. Later it was recognized that the membrane
domains of ACs 1, 3 and 8 share similarities, as do those from isoforms
2, 4 and 7, and of 5 and 6. The membrane anchor domains of AC9 diﬀer
from all others. We further note that AC isoforms cloned from insects
and worms have been named without considerations of potential
mammalian next of kin. Table 1 gives an overview of AC descriptors
commonly used in diﬀering animals and their relationship among each
other. Evidently, it would be preferable to harmonize the class IIIa
nomenclature in the future.
4. Domain architectures of class III ACs
For assigning the domains of these proteins, we used HMMer3
proﬁles [35] of the SMART (version 6.0, [40]) and PFAM (version 31.0,
[41]) databases, annotated to a signiﬁcance threshold of E=1E-5 and
followed by interactive manual reﬁnement. This identiﬁed a great
variety of domain architectures, although not as many as reported
earlier (e.g. [26]), arguably due to improved genome assemblies and
domain deﬁnitions. In bacteria, most domain architectures appear to be
conserved only between closely related species and only few archi-
tectures are substantially widespread (Figs. 3 and 4).
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Table 1
Comparison of orthologous isoforms between animal model organisms (Homo sapiens/mammals, Xenopus laevis/amphibians, Danio rerio/bony ﬁsh, Anopheles gambia/ﬂies, Drosophila
melanogaster/ﬂies, Caenorhabdiitis elegans/nematodes, Clonorchis sinensis/ﬂat worms).
H. sapiens X. laevis D. rerio A. gambiae D. mel. C. elegans C. sinensis
mAC AC1 AC1 AC1a AGAP000727 RUT ACY4 CSIN111422
AC1b
– – – AGAP007631 ACXD
CG32301
CG32305
– – – – ACXA
ACXB
ACXC
ACXE
AC5 AC5 AC5 AGAP002998 CG43373
AC6 AC6 AC6a
AC6b
AC3 AC3 AC3a AGAP009315 AC3
AC3b
AC8 AC8 AC8 AGAP002262 AC78C
AC2 AC4 AC2a AGAP010436 AC76E ACY2 CSIN105540
AC4 AC2b
AC7 AC7 AC7
AC9 AC9 AC9 AGAP000090 AC35C ACY1 CSIN102237
ACY3 CSIN105539
CSIN104754
CSIN100441
sAC AC10 AC10 AC10 AGAP008683 – – –
Please note the discrepancies in nomenclature between mammals, and insects and Caenorhabditis ACs, respectively.
Fig. 3. Domain architectures of bacterial soluble ACs. The
architectures are grouped according to the presence (panel
A) or absence (panel B) of a cyclase-transducing-element
(CTE). Numbers on the right indicate the abundance of this
architectural type relative to the total number of bacterial
sequences per subclass in our data set (IIIa: 669 sequences,
IIIb: 3949 sequences, IIIc/d: 1633 sequences). Note that
only predominant domain architectures are depicted, thus
the numbers do not add up to 100%. Domain labels: AC,
class III AC catalytic domain; CTE: cyclase transducer ele-
ment; BLUF, blue light receptor using FAD domain; DHp,
dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer domain of his-
tidine kinases; FHA, forkhead-associated domain; GAF,
sensor domain found in cGMP-speciﬁc phosphodiesterases,
ACs, and FhlA; HATPase, histidine kinase ATPase domain;
Ndr, catalytically inactive α/β hydrolase domain (name
derived from the Ndr protein family); PAS, Per/Arnt/Sim
domain; pH Reg, Rv1264 pH sensor homology domain;
REC, (phosphorylation) receiver domain; SHe, signaling
helix; TPR, tetratricopeptide motif. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.1. Input domains deﬁne the regulatory stimulus
A common feature shared between many ACs of subclasses IIIa and
IIIb are so-called small-molecule-binding domains, such as PAS or GAF
(SMBDs; [42,43]; Fig. 3(A1–7)). These are also found in other families
of signaling proteins, such as histidine kinases, chemoreceptors, di-
guanylate cyclases, and phosphodiesterases. Generally, they act as
sensors for diverse stimuli, frequently small molecules of primary me-
tabolism, but also secondary metabolites, ions, and even photons. GAF
domains, for example, have been reported in Cyanobacteria and plants
to variously act as light sensors [44,45], as sodium sensors [46], or as
receptors for cyclic nucleotides [47–50]. Similarly, PAS domains have
been reported to have a range of ligands, including proteins and pros-
thetic cofactors, such as heme or FAD [51]. Distantly related to the PAS
domain, BLUF domains serve as photoreceptors to a number of photo-
activated ACs, such as bPAC of Beggiatoa sp. (Fig. 3(A.6)). Here, blue
light stimulation of the FAD cofactor results in an up to 300-fold in-
crease of AC activity [52,53], making bPAC one of the few bacterial ACs
for which an experimentally tractable, physiological stimulus is known.
Recently, crystal structures of bPAC and the homologous OaPAC of
Oscillatoria acuminata partly revealed the structural rearrangement that
the protein undergoes upon light activation [30,54] (see below).
In soluble ACs of subclasses IIIa and IIIb, PAS and GAF domains
frequently occur in arrays (Fig. 3), indicating that they may not only act
as primary sensors of stimuli, but also in stimulus propagation
[47,49,55,56]. The modular shuﬄing of these domains in ACs has led to
a sizable number of architectural variants, without a single dominant
type (Fig. 3A). The genome of Anabaena sp., for example, encodes a
total of ﬁve ACs [57], four of which belong to class III and exhibit di-
verse architectures (for CyaB1 and CyaB2 see Fig. 3(A.5); for CyaC
Fig. 3(A.8), and for CyaD Fig. 3(A.7)).
The sensory N-terminal part of CyaB1 consists of a tandem of GAF
domains, followed by a PAS domain (Fig. 3(A.5)). The tandem GAF
domains activate the catalytic domain upon cAMP-binding, thus acting
as autoinducers [47,55]. It has been speculated that in Anabaena,
CyaB1 serves to stabilize committed developmental decisions [47]. A
function for the C-terminal TPR-like motif is unknown.
CyaC (Fig. 3(A.8)) starts with another type of input domain, the
receiver (REC) domain. REC domains frequently co-occur with SMBD
domains, but, unlike these, do not bind small molecules, rather serving
as phosphorylation sites for histidine kinases [58]. As such, REC do-
mains found at the N-terminus of ACs most likely act as input sites for
upstream histidine kinases in extended signaling cascades. ACs may
also contain internal REC domains, which are always preceded by a
histidine kinase module, comprising a dimerization and histidine
phosphotransfer (DHp) domain coupled to a histidine kinase ATPase
domain. CyaC contains both types of REC domains, N-terminal and
internal (Fig. 3(A.8)). In CyaC of Arthrospira platensis, the internal his-
tidine kinase module follows the phosphorelay of canonical histidine
kinases, with the γ-phosphate of ATP being transferred by the kinase
domain to the DHp domain, and from there on to the internal REC
domain [59]. The N-terminal REC domain is not phosphorylated in the
process, indicating that it is probably targeted by a separate kinase.
Similar internal histidine kinase modules also occur in combination
with other N-terminal input domains (e.g. Fig. 3(A.9) and Fig. 4(A.7)),
suggesting that these may have originated from the fusion of an up-
stream two-component histidine kinase to a phosphorylation-activated
AC, similar to type A.1 of Fig. 3.
SMBD's and REC domains are absent in ACs of subclass IIIc/d.
There, the only domain with a known input function is a pH-sensing
domain present in proteins of subclass IIIc (Fig. 3 B.1). Physiologically,
cyclases with this domain are involved in cellular pH homeostasis [60].
The domain adopts a multi-helical fold that changes its conformation
upon exposure to acidic pH. As seen in crystal structures of Rv1264
from M. tuberculosis, at neutral pH a long α-helix at its C-terminus holds
the following catalytic domains apart in an inactive conformation.
Under acidic conditions, this helix collapses, allowing the catalytic
domains to form a productive homodimer [61].
Other than this, proteins of subclass IIIc/d show a diversity of do-
mains whose role as sensors in signal transduction has not yet been
elucidated and which may instead, at least in part, aﬀect cellular lo-
calization and formation of larger signaling complexes. A prominent
example is the forkhead-associated (FHA) domain, which is present also
in other signaling proteins, such as protein kinases and phosphatases, as
Fig. 4. Domain architectures of bacterial membrane-bound
ACs. The architectures are grouped according to the pre-
sence (panel A) or absence (panel B) of a cyclase transducer
element. Numbers on the right indicate the abundance of
this architectural type relative to the total number of bac-
terial sequences per subclass in our data set (IIIa: 669 se-
quences, IIIb: 3949 sequences, IIIc/d: 1633 sequences). See
Fig. 3 for the domain architectures of soluble bacterial ACs.
Note that only selected domain architectures are displayed
and the numbers thus do not add up too 100%. Blue bars
indicate transmembrane helices. Domain labels: AC, class
III AC catalytic domain; CACHE, calcium channel and
chemotaxis receptor domain; CHASE, cyclase/histidine ki-
nase-associated sensing extracellular domain; CTE, cyclase
transducer element; DHp, dimerization and histidine
phosphotransfer domain of histidine kinases; FD, ferredoxin
domain; HAMP, transducer domain found in histidine ki-
nases, adenylate cyclases, methylated chemotaxis proteins,
and phosphatases; HATPase, histidine kinase ATPase do-
main; SHe, signaling helix; TarH, taxis towards aspartate
receptor (tar) homology domain; TPR, tetratricopeptide
motif. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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well as in proteins of unrelated function, such as kinesins, transcription
factors, and metabolic enzymes [62,63]. Where known, the FHA do-
main is involved in binding phosphopeptides and this is thought to
mediate complex assembly [64]. To what extent such a role is also able
to generate an intramolecular signal through conformational change
remains unknown. We note that, unlike domains with known input
function, FHA and TPR (another domain frequently involved in com-
plex formation) are found both N-terminally and C-terminally to the AC
catalytic domain (e.g. Fig. 3 B.4 and B.5; Fig. 4(A.7) and (A.8)).
Where the ancillary domains of subclass IIIc/d ACs belong to en-
zyme families, these often carry active-site mutations and are thus
likely to be catalytically inactive, substantiating a role in binding other
molecules. An example is the mycobacterial Rv1900c (Fig. 3 B.2),
whose N-terminal domain has an α/β-hydrolase fold (Ndr) with puta-
tive lipase activity (hence the alternative name LipJ); no such activity
could be shown experimentally, pointing to a diﬀerent role within the
protein [16]. There are however also examples of ACs, in which these
enzyme-derived domains are catalytically active, as for example a
phosphodiesterase domain found in ACs of green algae and basal plants
[65]; Fig. 5).
4.2. Transmembrane domains of ACs as likely input domains for
extracellular stimuli
A great number of ACs in subclasses IIIa and IIIb contain one or
more predicted transmembrane segments. These consist generally of
two (2TM), four (4TM), or six (6TM) membrane-spanning helices
(Fig. 4). The 2TM and 4TM domains possess sizable extracellular
(periplasmic in Gram-negative bacteria) loops between the ﬁrst and
second transmembrane spans, which are typically recognized as CACHE
or CHASE3/TarH domains in 2TM conﬁgurations (Fig. 4(A.1–3);
[66,67]) and as CHASE2 domains in 4TM proteins (Fig. 4(A.4);
[68,69]). CACHE domains likewise belong to the SMBD superfamily
and have been reported as extracellular sensors in other families of
signaling proteins. Known ligands in histidine kinases and chemor-
eceptors include various carboxylates and bivalent cations [70]. Simi-
larly, TarH was found to sense serine or aspartate in chemoreceptors
from Escherichia coli [71,72]. In ACs, however, no ligands have been
identiﬁed so far.
By analogy to their 2TM and 4TM counterparts, 6TM domains have
been considered putative input domains as well [73]. However, their
constituent helices are connected by very short loops, which do not
harbor any known sensory modules [74]. Thus, if 6TM domains are
sensors, ligands most likely have to bind within the membrane space.
Although direct evidence for this role is lacking at present, in the
analogous case of 6TM domains from quorum-sensing histidine kinases,
lipid-derived ligands have been identiﬁed that act as regulators of ki-
nase activity [75–77]. Chimeric proteins in which the 6TM domain of
the mycobacterial IIIa cyclase Rv1625c was replaced with the 6TM
domains of the quorum sensors CqsS and LqsS showed regulation of the
cyclase activity in response to their cognate ligands, Cholera-auto-
inducer 1 (CAI-1) and Legionella-autoindicer-1 (LAI-1), respectively
[74,78], demonstrating that the cyclase dimer is fundamentally able to
decode intramolecular signals.
There is currently no statistical support for a homologous relation-
ship between the 6TM domains of histidine kinases and ACs, and even
within ACs we found that the 6TM domains cluster into ﬁve distinct
groups of unclear evolutionary relationship [74]. The ﬁve groups cor-
respond to the 6TM domains of bacterial IIIa ACs (Fig. 4(A.5)); eu-
karyotic IIIa ACs (Fig. 5A); bacterial IIIb ACs containing a HAMP do-
main (Fig. 4(A.6)); bacterial IIIb ACs without HAMP (Fig. 4(A.5)); and
bacterial IIIb ACs containing a ferredoxin domain (Fig. 4 B.1). The
group associated with bacterial IIIa ACs (e.g. the mycobacterial
Rv1625c) may be of particular relevance as a model system for the
Fig. 5. Domain architectures of eukaryotic ACs. (A) Class
III ACs of animals. The table on the right indicates genomic
copy numbers of this architectural type in Homo sapiens
(representing mammals), Anopheles gambiae (insects other
than Drosophilidae), Drosophila melanogaster
(Drosophilidae), Caenorhabditis elegans (Nematoda), and
Clonorchis sinensis (Platyhelminthes). D. melanogaster con-
tains four male-gonosomal mAC variants in addition to its
nine autosomal forms. (B) AC domain architectures of basal
plants, as observed in Marchantia polymorpha, Selaginella
moellendorﬃi, and Klebsormidium ﬂaccidum. Note that both
domain architectures are also found in green algae, to-
gether with a great number of ACs with highly unusal se-
quences for which no other domains could be annotated.
(C) AC domain architectures of Fungi. Blue bars indicate
transmembrane helices. Domain labels: AC, class III AC
catalytic domain; GC, class III GC catalytic domain; C1b,
conserved mAC linker; CTE, cyclase transducer element;
Gsα binding, unspeciﬁc Gsα binding homology domain;
HNOB and HNOBA, domains mediating Heme-NO binding;
HATPase, histidine kinase ATPase domain; LRR, leucin-rich
repeat; NIT, Nitrate receptor; NTPase, unspeciﬁed nucleo-
tide triphosphatase; Peptide-binding, Domain binding var-
ious peptides; PP2C, Protein phosphatase 2C homology
domain; RAS associated, RAS-interacting domain; SHe,
signaling helix; SAM, sterile alpha motif; STAND, signal
transducing ATPases with numerous domains; TPR, tetra-
tricopeptide motif. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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transmembrane domains of eukaryotic IIIa ACs [79].
Several aspects are noteworthy with respect to these groups: All
eukaryotic ACs with transmembrane domains are found in subclass IIIa,
where the two 6TM domains of pseudoheterodimers form closely re-
lated subgroups [74]. The 6TM domains of bacterial IIIa ACs form a
single group, whereas those of IIIb ACs form three clearly separated
groups. Of these, the one associated with a ferredoxin domain (Fig. 4
B.1; e.g. in RPD_3704 from Rhodopseudomonas pallustris) does not show
even remote similarity to the others, instead being clearly derived from
fumarate reductases/succinate dehydrogenases [74]. Similarly, the
group associated with IIIb ACs devoid of HAMP domains, such as CyaB
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, also shows sequence similarity to pro-
teins external to ACs, in this case to the membrane-associated sensor
(MASE2) domains of diguanylate cyclases, which have been suggested
as membrane-bound input domains for an as yet unknown stimulus
[80].
In summary, the 6TM domains of bacterial and eukaryotic ACs form
ﬁve groups, whose sequence similarity is so distant that presently
homology cannot be inferred [74]. Nevertheless, circumstantial evi-
dence points to a role of some, possibly all, of these groups as input
domains for stimuli originating outside the cell or within the mem-
brane. In addition, within individual groups a conspicuous conservation
of sequences exists, even across large evolutionary distances, which
suggests that they are more than simple membrane anchors. This notion
is further supported by the observation that, where the transmembrane
domains of ACs have two or four helices, a sensory input function is
clearly apparent. In agreement with this hypothesis, the 6TM domains
can be replaced by a 2TM input module from a chemoreceptor
[73,81,82] or even by an analogous 6TM from a histidine kinase
[74,78], thereby regulating cyclase activity through heterologous li-
gands. The ability of the cyclase domain to decode intramolecular
signals is also supported by the presence of HAMP domains in a sizable
number of ACs with 6TM domains, as these are well-understood
transducer domains (see below).
4.3. Transducers modulate signals for the catalytic domain
Beside input domains, which we deﬁne as sites of external stimu-
lation, we observe a number of other modular elements in ACs that
appear to be involved in relaying stimuli internally but are unlikely to
sense external stimuli themselves. Until recently, only two such trans-
ducers were recognized in ACs: the HAMP domain and the signaling
helix (S-helix).
HAMP domains are four-helical coiled-coil bundles of about 50 re-
sidues; originally named for their occurrence in histidine kinases, ACs,
methylated chemotaxis proteins (chemoreceptors), and phosphatases.
They are also found in diguanylate cyclases, phosphodiesterases,
serine/threonine/tyrosine kinases, and other signaling proteins [23]. In
membrane receptors, HAMP domains are always located immediately
after the last transmembrane helix, between the upstream input do-
mains and the downstream output domains [23]. Mutations in this
domain are known to impair signaling, including locking the proteins in
permanent on or oﬀ states, or even reversing the output [83–85]. In
ACs, HAMP domains occur exclusively in membrane-bound proteins
and strictly in single copy. Poly-HAMP arrays, as known from histidine
kinases and chemoreceptors, are absent [23]. All membrane-associated
AC architectures exist in conﬁgurations with and without a HAMP
domain (see e.g. Fig. 4(A.2/3), Fig. 4(A.5/6)), suggesting that HAMP is
not essential for decoding the transmembrane signal. We note, how-
ever, a certain mechanistic dependence between HAMP and the pre-
ceding transmembrane domain in proteins where they have co-evolved,
as chimeras are more likely to be functional if HAMP and the trans-
membrane domains are derived from the same protein [73,81,82,86].
The second transducer found in ACs, the S-helix, forms a two-helical
parallel coiled coil of typically 22 to 50 residues. As deﬁned by
Anantharaman et al. [87], the S-helix comprises a subset of dimeric
coiled-coil connectors, which are widely present throughout signaling
proteins. In cyclase domain architectures, we observe S-helices at dif-
ferent locations (Fig. 4(A.3); Fig. 3(A.3) and (A.4); Fig. 5A). A deﬁning
feature of S-helices is a central Arg-Thr motif [87,88], around which the
coiled coil deviates from the canonical heptad pattern to accommodate
a so-called stutter of four additional residues [89]. Deletion of the S-
helix from CyaG led to an inversion of the signal, i.e. the eﬀect of ligand
binding switched from stimulation to inhibition of AC activity [78,82].
While the structural basis for this switch has not been determined in
CyaG, high-resolution studies of the cognate motif in the coiled coil
connecting the HAMP and DHp domains of the histidine kinase EnvZ
[32] highlighted it as the part of the structure undergoing the largest
transition between conformational states and showed that the main
change involved an axial rotation of the coiled-coil helices. Due to the
simplicity of the motif and its functional relevance, it remains unclear
whether S-helices form a homologous group or converged from dif-
ferent starting points within the set of dimeric coiled-coil connectors.
By virtue of their structure, both HAMP and S-helices are able to
propagate the signal along the coiled-coil backbone of the dimer. High-
resolution structures in diﬀerent conformations have led to several
hypotheses concerning the mechanism of signal propagation, such as a
piston-like displacement [90–92] axial rotation [93,94], and scissor-
like motion [34]. Since these structures were obtained for protein
fragments, it is unclear to what extent their conformations accurately
reﬂect the degrees of freedom available to them in the context of the
full proteins; correspondingly, the mechanism continues to be con-
troversial. Irrespective of the detailed mechanism, however, all models
describe a bistable equilibrium between two states. Given bistable
equilibria in all domains of a receptor and an energetic coupling be-
tween adjacent domains, the state of one will stochastically determine
the state of the next; a principle that has been described by many names
(e.g. [28,94,95]). The result of this is a transition in the output domains
between a constrained (presumed inactive) and a released (presumed
active) state. This model explains why so many functional chimeras
have been obtained between diﬀerent receptor families, as all domains
that satisfy the criteria of bistability and energetic coupling should be
fundamentally exchangeable, provided that an adaptor speciﬁc to the
signal generator is present, which translates the upstream motions into
a uniform conformational change understandable to the catalytic
output domain.
We have recently characterized such a speciﬁc transducer element
in ACs, which we termed CTE for cyclase transducer element. As the
name implies, and unlike general transducers, such as HAMP or S-helix,
the CTE is speciﬁc for class III cyclases and appears to convert the signal
from diverse upstream domains into a conformational motion that de-
termines the activity of the AC dimer. As such, the CTE is analogous to
the DHp domain of histidine kinases [78].
4.4. The CTE is a pivotal adapter to a wide range of signaling domains
We had initially noticed the CTE as a conserved sequence at the N-
termini of catalytic domains of subclasses IIIa and IIIb, where it ter-
minates the preceding coiled coil. As this suggested a suitable point for
recombination, the N-terminus of the CTE was used repeatedly in chi-
meric constructs connecting the upstream sensory segments of various
signaling proteins to the AC catalytic domain [74,78,82]. A detailed
analysis of linkage points between the quorum-sensing receptor LqsS
from L. pneumophila and the mycobacterial class IIIa AC Rv1625c de-
termined that, for functionality, coupling had to occur at a speciﬁc
sequence position, which thus deﬁned it as the N-terminus of the CTE
[78]. Connecting the domains upstream or downstream of this parti-
cular position, up to the full deletion of the conserved segment, abro-
gated signaling in such chimeras. Similarly, mutations in this segment
had a disabling eﬀect on intramolecular signaling; such mutations have
been associated with several hereditary diseases [96–98]. This suggests
that the CTE has a direct role in the regulation of AC activity. As
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isolated bacterial AC catalytic domains show considerable pairwise
aﬃnity for each other, the role of the CTE probably involves the control
of conformational ﬂexibility that is required for the formation of the
dimeric catalytic core [78]. In crystal structures, the CTE consists of two
helices separated by a bend of approximately 45°. While the N-terminal
helices of the dimer continue the upstream coiled coil, the C-terminal
helices extend in opposite directions before transitioning into the cat-
alytic domain. Based on the hydrophobic register of the C-terminal
helix, which continues that of the N-terminal helix with only minor
disturbance, we have proposed a model in which the CTE can adopt a
continuous coiled-coil structure and thereby hold the catalytic domains
apart [78]. While no such conformation has been observed, recent re-
sults from hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments point to the CTEs
as the site of the largest conformational change in catalytically active
ACs [30].
As a key feature of this model, the CTE marks the endpoint of the
upstream motions propagating along the central coiled-coil backbone
and translates these changes into an AC-speciﬁc structural rearrange-
ment that directly determines enzyme activity. In ACs that lack this
backbone, the catalytic domains are also not preceded by CTEs (Figs. 3B
and 4B) and the structural rearrangement needed for the regulation of
AC activity must be provided by other mechanisms (see for example the
pH-sensing Rv1264 described above). We note a clear analogy between
the CTE and the DHp domain of histidine kinases, which invariably
precedes the kinase domain and accepts an upstream stimulus along a
coiled-coil backbone.
5. Implications for mammalian ACs
The observation that class III ACs are widely represented in bacteria,
often in multiple copies per genome, whereas they are largely absent
from archaea, suggests that this protein family originated in bacteria
and spread into eukaryotes via the mitochondrial endosymbiont. This
conjecture is further supported by the large architectural and domain
diversity of bacterial ACs (Figs. 3 and 4), as contrasted with the very
limited number of architectures and constituent domains found in eu-
karyotes (Fig. 5). In fact, the membrane-bound ACs of animals and
fungi all have a single architecture, consisting of just two domain types
(6TM membrane domain and AC catalytic domain) arranged in a
pseudoheterodimer as TM6-AC-TM6-AC. This architecture mirrors the
most widely represented form of class IIIa ACs in bacteria, which is
6TM-AC and must dimerize for activity.
In this article, we have outlined the increasing, as yet still circum-
stantial evidence that the 6TM domains of bacterial ACs might operate
as receptors for as yet unknown ligands. Intriguingly, several archi-
tectural arguments are also applicable to the 6TM domains of mam-
malian membrane-bound ACs (mACs). Currently, these ACs are con-
sidered to be regulated entirely by cytosolic eﬀectors. All mACs are
regulated by G protein-coupled receptors via Gαs binding to the cata-
lytic domains and, with the exception of mAC9, by the plant diterpene
forskolin. In addition, multiple factors have been reported that aﬀect
speciﬁc isoforms, for example G-protein subunits Gαi and Gβγ, Ca2+
and calmodulin, and protein kinases A and C (see [4] for a detailed
description of isoform-speciﬁc regulatory eﬀects in human mACs). This
raises the question as to whether the TM domains also contribute to the
regulation of AC activity. Similar to the arrangement in bacterial ACs,
the 6TM domains of eukaryotic mAC pseudoheterodimers are located at
the N-termini of their respective modules and are connected to the
catalytic domains by CTEs (see Figs. 4(A.5) and Fig. 5). This domain
arrangement, particularly the presence of CTEs, indicates that signals
from an N-terminal domain may aﬀect the activity of the mACs. While
the CTEs could be vestigial remnants of an ancestral signal transduction
relay, their lineage-speciﬁc conservation indicates ongoing selection
and a continuing functional co-evolution with the catalytic domains
[78].
A similar lineage-speciﬁc conservation exists between the
transmembrane domains (TM1 and TM2) of mammalian ACs as well.
While the transmembrane domains mark the location of highest se-
quence diverge between isoforms, the sequences of the same isoform
between diﬀerent species are well conserved (for example, the trans-
membrane domains of human and mouse mACs show on average 87%
sequence identity between orthologous isoforms, but only 23% identity
between paralogous isoforms, compared to 98% and 56% for the re-
spective catalytic domains C1 and C2). We take this as evidence for the
existence of isoform-speciﬁc ligands. While such a function of the 6TM
domains may have been inherited from a prokaryotic ancestor, in
mammals regulation was expanded to G protein-dependent regulation.
Because neither physiological ligands nor their binding sites are known
for any membrane-delimited class III AC, and no structure of a relevant
6TM domain is available or can reliably be modelled, investigations
into the hypothesized receptor functions poses a major, most interesting
challenge for future research.
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